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"With Malice toward Nono, with Charity' for Ai!, and with Fineness in the Right." ,"

"lIOC!w5ÜACI)D

VOLUME XVÍIL

KOME.WiTH"

RECORD YOUR BRANDS.

HiarnroAj. Oklahoma,

lo

The Cattle Sanitary Hoard is
now making a special effort to

I

.Lyn .Sansfcury and brother
have Sil brands recorded with-- . Jim returned by auto from
Oklahoma Friday' and to
in the state.
The. purpose of
the recording is to have tlie dead the surprise of all of hiq friends
and unused brands eliminated Lyn brought a wife .with him.
The Mrs. Salisbury 'was formerly
from the record books.
extra
an
Board has
force of Miss Ona RpbinsQU of Caddo,
eight men at work for two wee- O.kla. ana which place they wesp
ks mailing out blanks to the married some three; weeks, ago.
cattlemen in the 'state to have Lyn and wife are receiving the
Any congiatulations of their many
their brands
cattle owner who does not an friends in ttind near Roy and
n
swer the letter and fill out the they with the
blanks sent him with in a reas- -' extend congratulations. We un- onable trae, then his name and. derstand they will make ' their
brand will be dropped from the future home on the Salisbury
ranch southwest of Roy.
books.
There are now ever ,yfoOü
onlhe books and it is esti- OY WILL PilOBABLT
HAV ANOTHER ,
mated that at 'leant one half of
MAIL ROUTE.
those brands are void a 1 "o owmoners are either dead or have
Vera 'Cams and' M., N. Baker
ved from the tate. The board is

a

BM'ISKTAIj.

GREAT SUCCESS.

BAZAR AND SALS
A CHEAT SUCCESS.

KOY TRUST AND

SAVINGS BANK BECOMES
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

táíal I.O.Ó.F. Lcdg? and The Minstrel Show given by Catholic Ladies. iczlm several
Tr
the fccbóluih Lcclgé ave. making. the Roy Independent Band was
hemdrcd dollars for the
rust,j. ana savings
i
all ..plans noeel-ar.í
irr a big a 'great ..success last. Monday
Church and Sclrces.
Bank'of this place became a Na
banquet and rfüivavsáry.- ceb-- v night both socially and financia-bratio- n
tional Bank last Tuesday April
for next Tuesday ove-- ; by. The evening was Meal .and
He Gab 19th,
The Bazar, and
and heroafieh will be
nmg. ins banquet .vm uo f.ivja tne large crowc-'oegknown an the First National
filling the given f)y me uuncuo
ui; honor oí. ene L'j a.iivers:,ry mtrovised auditorium erected the Ch'ivc.h bet Thursday
Bank of Rov. New Mexico.
Oi:Oda i'eiowship and will J.:e inline Liberty Garage at 'seven well attended and ilnadio:: reaThe Capiis! Stock and Suronly, However o'clock and when the curtain Used a nice iviH from the
ío'S: memoers
plus vil! be i;:fii),000 for the present, altlio this may be increased
v.i 5. io me piacc was bors for the church.
win vitiuutf quite u Humeri no
the two lodges have something crowded, even to the standing
The Bazar and dinner occu- bofro the doce' of the '.year.
Roth oí room. ' ..
near 200 members.
pied .the forenoon of the day and The Officers and Directors of
these Lodges are among Roy's .Each person on the program up until 2.S0 in the evening, ard the New Institution will be as
most progressive Fn'.teraity.oivjdid his part well, and while we then. the big &n!o Etarted' with fellows: Pres. H. B. "Jonas, Ca' would' like to make personal Auctioneer Johnson on the block shier C. L. Justice, Ass't
ganir.tiens.
Cashier
mention of everyone who icol-- Practically everything imagina- J. C. Ik.ter and G.R. Aberr.athy
BIRTHDAY SURPRISE.
pavt iitthe program and tell, of ble was offerer to the public S. Floersheim, F. S. Brown and
his' talent, it would mako this which had been donated by the V. II. Fuqua Directors.
Mr.
The Children of Mrs. C.W.B. vvrifo nri cover the whole front stores and different persons. Fuqua is President of tire First
Leatherman planned a surprise paj4'fJ of.th.e S.A. However we The list included chickens, pigs, National Bank oí Amarillo Tex.
for her last Sunday, the occasion vdlfc say.. .that while practically goatssheep, horses, cavile, hou- and t're other directors are all
being her 51st birthday. ?4rs. each one was an' amateur in the sehold goods, wearing .apparel, home men and among, our most
Lcathero-ahad been, over to minstrel work, some of them canned goods and numerous prominent business men.
New '."Motor vi- .it her daughter Mrs.
would have made a professional other articles.
receiving 10 or more implications are at work on'
The change from a State Bank
The son and cn nor return home taRc a back seat.
daily, and when the dead brands Mail Route out pi Roy.
'Tire weather kept a great ma- to a" National Bank is probably
The Songs
are figured out-i- t will be much Route if established will take in found. her children and grand - !aiu chinees were well gjven and ny away that, would have been one of the most important steps
easier to fill in applications as the territoy N.W. of Roy, west children busy preparing a fine 'the) music' furnished was well present had not the high wind that "tiiia bank bus ever underthe dead brands can be used ag- of town and south into the Ro- tanner, rme received several use- rendered and highly enjoyed 'by and disagreeable weather kept taken in its fourteen years of
them away.
ain under new names. The bla- ck Springs neighborhood and ful presents. All who. ate of the the large crowd present.
The bidding was existence, and thoo who have
fine dinner, report it one of the
ne Debate on the question brisk and several articles wore been connected with it for tiia
nks iiave all been.nrailed and we then se east towards Albert and
i
A!-! best ever, and even the ecu tors "Whether
advise every one receiving a bla- back infri town over thf old
it was. wrong to steal sold over, and over again, being past many years. and hnvt set-fcO
Route,
a
be
will
Star
it
bert
said t c.oni.:j not bfl beat, All Ch&fr'ifos or not" was the hit of donated 'back again to be reof- - it grow from a small bank to
nk to fill it out at once and re'
fered for sale.
turn it to the board by first mail. mile route and accomidate pro departed at a late hour in the thcevfejiing but we are still
its present volume of budnec-bably 150 or' more, families., The evening wishing, Mrs. Leather
After, the sale was over the are congratulating themselves
the decision of the
route is favored by Postmaster man many more such happy bir- judjv'f&j and whether Clint public, was served with" a fine on this important change.'
NOTICE TO THE LADIES
Johnson and also by the Post thdays.
caught the chicken when he p lunch and coffee,, sandwiches
The change will give the bank
All those who wish to finish Office Inspector.
and cake.
stage! and
The proceeds w hich additional prestige as it places
i'fieross
the
was
the Red Cross lessons that
O.E.S. CLUB ENTERTAINED
curtain with the chick- amounted to several hundred! it under Federal supervision and
started before the flu became , Mr. McGinneis, the manager
en in the lead. The paper read by uuiictia v.'ui
uat'u ivi tne cnu- - it also becomes a member of the
prevalent last winter will please of the Mesa
CO.
school
rch
O.E-.Soner
and
of
"Niggers"
on
for the purchase Federal Reserve Banking Systhe
.what
the.
of
Themembers
be at my home .Thursday after- expects to leave for Los Angeles
"Rqy is composed of," was also of furniture and- other needed tem.
entertaidelightfully
were
Club
noon as a lesson will' be given in "a few days, for a few weeks
enjoyed very much and was cle- material.
Mr. Jones the President of
each afternoon until all are visit with his famly. Mrs McGin-nie- s ned at the home of Mrs. Strick- verly
well
as
written
as
read.'
bank is one of the best
of
the
Tuesday
afternoon
on
land
given.
will probably return with this week. The afternoon was
We must not forget the music Melville and Edgar Floersheim known bankers in New Mexico
Mrs. Belle Kilmurry,
him;- v"
spent in playing progressive pin- furnished by the Orchestra, are in Trinidad this week visit- and is known all over the State
Instructor.
and after which the host- with Mrs. German at the Piano. ing their mother at the hospital for his sound banking ideas and
her sons ochleserved
Mrs. G.S. Gordon-ana dainty lunch assist- Melville Floersheim wich the at that place. We understand at present is either president or
G.S.Cooley of Colorado is the the McDaniel Bros', of Mosquero ess
xIIooper of drums and Mr. German, 'Mr. Cope that Mrs. Floersheim is gradual- connected with a number of
new "Devil" in the Spanish Am- were business visitors in Roy ed by Miss. Minnie
and. his son with the horns, ly growing weaker and it will be banks over central New Mexico.
present
were
Mills.
Those
erican-. He begun work Wed. and Friday and while here Mrs.Gor-3o- n
which did-,- much to help the many weeks More she can under- Mr. Justice has been cashier of
Hooper,
Brown.Paxton,
is getting used to the machinery
called on the S.A. and watch H.ugho3,ai4 Miss Minnie Hooper. boys in the evening entertain- go an operation if she will ever the Roy Trust and Savings Bank
very nicely.
3d the force work on the'Mesa's
be able to have One performed since 1911 and will be cashier
ment.
'euding paper.
at all.
Roy
Independent
The
Band
of tke New Ban!:., he is one of
Beach
and
Á.J.Burleson JJarry
fall,
organized
which,
known raen cn the
was
Joe Maestsos and Frank
last
the best
Roy
were
in
of
near
Day
all
Rov
....
I. .. . ...
hasworked hard all winter and W'o understand that the chlid wiiuk;
are new readers of the S.A. Jdtes Etna Floersheim who
week;
uii'.l - :vt.u nj cm
of
lindel
first,
the
Clayton
the
the
mother
visiting
her
bean
has
Ray Spencer excellent financier, we look for
3 now composed of 15 of 20 men of Mr. and Mrs.
this week.
These gentelmen are resident
voiuv-nopast few dava
: Cuy$ns
mrUis readv to five tbñ nnhlic who was lost
sí
this institution to make even
County
nswlycreated
',
of
the
""T
liomc'ThursdayJ" Z'T1
'
totwllep-.&irj;h.cuk!,'!aft'd
.grtater
f;
the
opinion
stri'fs- - under itsiiew
benefif
but are of the
Mr. and Mrs. W.O. Hall are moureported
improving"
nicely
organization
and
than it has in. tiré"
will
tiresome
will
and
give
practice,
make
election
next
rning the death of their infant
Mrs. Sam Tvler is reported, that the
i; Dumber of entertainments is on the road to permanant rea
which was born 'last week and uite sicK at me üumiee nos- - i;. v..uw
"'"can now boast of two of
Clayton News durirtj the summer and fall and covery.
County.
died immediately after birth.
..
ital
the strongest banks in norththe Minstrel given Monday evening was the first of their series . The City Meat Market has eastern New Mexico, and both
of entertainments ' and we pre again opened up its doors and are in excellent condition, anyare busy cutting meat for the one can point with pride to our
dict that if they tnake as good public.
John D. Lowrey is the banks and thoir officers.
in their future, shows as they
meat
new
cutter and is learning
did this one, they will' 'not want
The heavy winds of last Frifor 'audiences or finances either the trade very rapidly , under
the supervision of D.M. Finley. day blew the tail off of the large
during the present year."
Mesa Co Operatlve Co. Store News
12 foot windmill at the FloershThe receipts of the evening
was about ?200.00 and will be
Mrs. Raymond Shaya retur eim welland talk about speed,you
uáed by the boys in purchasing ned home last Saturday and should have seen the wheel fly
needed instruments, and the Raymond is all smiles once more. for the balance of the evening. It
proceeds of the future enter-- Her mother Mrs. Ed Foley came made about 500 revolutions per
t.flinmpnt.a will lip nsprl fnr rmr- - up with her from Vaughn for minute during the balance of
seed
need of anything
Are you
' the evening and was tied the
chasing uniforms and other nee a few days visit.
day and is now waiting
ded paraphanalla.
wheel and gearrepairs.The
'
for
The Band Boys wish to thank
grade
you
Mrs. M. Ronan is the- new
We can
...
......
the public in general for their Western Union Operator, having ing is practically ruined.
liberal support? and especially succeeded Rosalio Smith who
Lao Tyler of Phoenix Arizona
all those who assisted them in has resigned and returned to
mesa.
cane seed
Í3 visiting his mother and other
any way in making the Minstrel her home in Colorado.
Roy this
relatives in and-newhatever success the public congrown to a fino
Leo
week.
has
and
sidered it and in return for your
German
seed,
Several from Mills and Solano young man and is another one of
help they will be ready at all
attended
the Minstrel in Roy the the Roy boys that has made
times to give the public musid
ioocT in the world.
on anv occasions where it is first of the week.
Arcl-mo-
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especially suited 'to this

ar

other

Kaffir

Millet

.

Varieties.

needed.

Let, us have your orders for whatever
you need in

this line.
7

April

t

v;as

reduced one

Solano Flour

'

first

'.'.....-Beginnin-

-

-

the' priae of coal

r

-

MESA
'

$0.60--

$1.75

reavement.

E. S. Ireland inspector for the
American National Insurance
Co. vas in Rov the first of the

inspecting lard for Schnlts

md Johnson. While heve Mr.
Trehmd approved several thousand dolíais worth of loans.

CO.
:

at the

rents have the sympathv of the
people of the town in their be-

jvepk

"

-

Beabout home in Róv last Thursday and was burried Fidav in
the Rnv Cemetary." The sad Ba-

$3.75

all shorts left in

7th,.-

Mrs. Lovd Stockton died

.

'v;7.'"

.

If you want something rood
to eat. and have a good time,
lenme to the "ELKS" dance May
The infant babe of Mr. and

ton.'

still selling at

Corn Meal 251b. sack

Mill run bran

.

''''

dollar-'pe-

Mrs. John McDaniels of near
Gladstone is in Roy at the Plum-le- e
hospital a very sick woman.

.

;'

get the most for what you sell
and pay. the least for what you buy.

Where you

'

The Leach salrt last Tuesdav
w i o"e of
host attended
w!es ever held in the vicinity Of
Roy and everything sold fine.

it

The 'Mills- CbnuHnqun if
Kpng well ttenrled Ms wee:
quite a number from Roy are in
attendance each evening.

.....

& G. Naptha Soap
A,& II. Soda

P.

Palm Olive Soap ...'.
Bulk Jlominy
Tuna Fish ....'..'
4 Pearl White Soap
Dry Lima Beans
Great Lake3 Beans
3 Cans Oil Sardines .
Small Bottle Ketchup
Atlas Grits
2 Cans Pickles
,
2 Cans Corn

..."

9c
9c

..

.per

9e

pound

9c
9c
19c

j

per pound 19c

-

......

'.

!

;

..'.'..

....
..'

can 19c
. . . .

19c

19c

per pkg. 19c
"...'.
.

29c
29c

Fresh Vegetables every day
(Watch this space every week)

ROY TRADING COMPANY,
"A Profitable Place to Trade'

"

THE

8PANI8H-A-

ERICAN.

pin
l
pi

EASE THAT ACHING BACK!
Is a throbbing backache keeping yon
miserable? Are you tortured with stabbing pains? Is the frouble making your
work a burden and rest impossible?
Springtime, for many folks, is backache time a sign that the kidneys need
help. Colds, chills, and the changing
weather of early spring, strain the
kidneys and slow them up. Poisons
accumulate and then comes backaches,
headaches, dizziness and bladder irregularities. Use Doan't Kidney PilU.
They . have helped thousands. Stk

your neighhorl

Í T$10
fñ
KÍ

R0BTEAD

Copyright, All Rights Reserved

Author t "Tkm Cow
JWeAer." Etc

v

5u?

John F. Hyatt, of Albany,

A Colorado Case
Mrs. Margaret
ornuri, u e n v e r
and Main St.
rT Ave.,
Alamosa, Colo.,
IE says: "Mv kidnevs
Irregularly
acted
H n il
m v oac k
L pained me. I had
irequent spejia 01
nervousness and
my head ached
badly. I used
Doan'a Kldnav
Pills and found them excellent They
regulated my kidneys and cured me
of the backache, nervousness, headaches and other symptoms of kidney
disorder."
C Doan's a Any Store, 60c Box .
t

.

0H

DOAN'SIV
BETTER
DEAD

FOSTER. MILBURN

CO,

N. Y.

BUFFALO.

Life is a burden when the body
is racked with pain. Everything

worries and the victim becomes
despondent and downhearted. To
bring back the sunshine take

GOLDMEDÁL

The National Remedy of Holland for over
200 years; It Is an enemy of all pains re-

sulting from kidney, liver and uric add
troubles. All druggists, three sizes.
Look for the uaa Cold Medal ea every bos

Continued.
20
With a yell of pain Gardiner sprang
to his feet, Jerking the farmer into a
posture as he did so, and
Harris, with a great gasp for air, relinquished his sudden and unexpected
advantage. But Gardiner's head was
again in command ; he rushed through
the door, half falling over the obstruction as he went, and in an Instant was
lost In the gloom of the night.
For some minutes Harris lay on the
floor, recovering his breath. As the
oxygen welled back Into his lungs he
began to realize that, save for his
choking, he was unhurt. With returning strength his thought reverted to
Allan, and, calling the boy's name, he
sprang tohls feet. The first thing was
He found matches In
to get
his pocket, struck one, and peered eagerly Into the gloom as Its flickering
flame beat back the darkness. A blanket, rolled and stained, lay In the doorway, and within was a figure that
might once have been a man. Harris'
heart almdst stopped at the sight: "AU
Ian," he gasped, "my boy, Allan 1" He
tiptoed across the crumbling floor toward It, holding the match before him.
A man's boot and part of a trouser leg
protruded from the mass. He held the
match downward, leaning over them.
They were not Allan's.
"Thank God," he murmured, swelling with a great hope, "thank God for
CHAPTER

XI

half-sittin- g

that."

He struck another match and found
the lantern. When he had lighted It
he surveyed the little building, and
From Bad to Worse.
saw Allan's gun lying at the end farDan Why so serious, old man?
thest from the door. Not until that
My moment did he think of the money.
Bert I have good reasons.
mother-in-law'- s
coming for a visit. Allan had been uppermost In his mind,
She has "the gift of tongues."
and when he thought of Allan money
Pan That's nothing; mine Is a was no consideration. But now a great
mind render.
wave of understanding rushed In upon
him. Yes, the bag was gone. They
had been attacked by robbers. Knowledge of their expedition had In some
way got to evil ears, and while he
slept Allan had been set upon. The
end eecept

m

imita tica

--

boy had emptied his gun the huddled
mass In the doorway told that tale
nlalnly enough but other robber? had
seized the cash and Allan had pursued
They had fired at
them
him as he rushed from the building
that was the flash he saw a few seconds after the first loud report. He
was not quite clear as to his own
slmre In the fight, but he saw the gen-erplait of It plainly enougluV He began to wonder what had happened to
Gardiner and Riles. Had they been
shot down as they wound through the
woods? This was evidently the work
of a gang prepared to stop at nothing.
Harris never for a moment suspected
his old neighbor of treachery. He was
himself a hard, grasping, money-seeing man, but he had a code of honor
none the less, and within its limitations none was more honorable than
he. To have done what Riles had done
would have been quite Impossible for
John Harris, and because It was
for him Its possibility for
Rites never suggested Itself.
Harris had not yet fully realized the
loss of his money. It was overshadowed by the more tragic events of
which one evidence lay before him.
Ills anxiety for Allan loomed larger
In his mind, although he had little
doubt the boy would take, proper care
of himself, and, even If unarmed,
would come back with the money and
perhaps ' with a prisoner. The fact
that Allan had not taken bis gun was
reassuring; If there had been any
great danger he would not have left It
behind. But he must get out now and
aid In the search.
As he reached this decision his eye
caught a gleam of something shining
on the floor.
He walked to it and
found a revolver, fully loaded except
for one chamber, which had been discharged. "This is evidence," said he
evidence.", Harris had
all the Old Ontario contempt for this
kind of weapon, and knew comparatively little about it, but he concluded
from Its appearance that it was almost new. As he examined it his eye
fell on the Initials, "J. T.," cut In the

N. Y., Is Relieved of Severe Attack of Rheuma-

It was

had bullded with his hands and the
Allan.
boy, Allan, about whom he wrapped all
The first shock of the revelation alYears'
tism of
most stopped the heart of the old the affection of his nature; and they
Standing.
farmer, and he sat back as one dazed, had crumbled to dust even while he
unable to accept the testimony of his worshiped.
own eyes. Then came a panic of unf.
"I am now seventy-twyears old
He found a flask thrown from some
r
certainty, and he fell upon the boy, camper's pack, and filled it with water and am just getting rid of a flf
groping wildly for his heart, and at at the mountain stream that rushed by
case of rheumatism that had
last pressing upon It In an agony of a few rods below the cabin. He placed me so crippled up I could not walk,"
Yes, the beat was there, the liquid to the boy's lips and fancied said John F. Hyatt, 227 Pearl St.,
fear.
faint and uneven, but unmistakable.
that some drops found entrance. He Albany, N. Y In, relating his reWith a sudden surge of returning hope had stanched the wound as best he markable experience with Tanlac, rehe brought his ear down .to the open could with fragments torn from the cently. Mr.. Hyatt was chairman" of
mouth, fringed with light red foam,
lining of his coat, and he sat down the committee In charge of building
and could hear the air laboring In the again to watch. Until morning he the Albany County Courthouse and
ravaged lungs. Then came that hucould fo nothing more. Then some was four times elected a member of
man sound,' half gurgle,, half groan; camper, lumberman, or surveyor might the County Board of Supervisors.
At
but to Harris, In the reaction from happen along the road. If not, he present Mr. Hyatt Is Assistant Super
his first paralyzing fear, It was as very would have to move Allan at all .risks. intendent of the Albany County
music from heaven. His boy still lived,
It took time for him to realize the Courthouse, with office In the buildand still should live.
Hitterness with , which his plans had ing.
"I don't believe,"
Tenderly he turned the body to a collapsed. As the night wore on he
he continued,
anybody could have rheumatism any
more comfortable position, laying his was able to weigh his disaster- in a
JOHN F. HYATT
worse than I did, and my case was of
folded coat beneath the head for a more balanced mind, but Its magnitude
227 Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.
pillow. He loosened the shirt about grew In the weighing. From prosper- such long standing I didn't expect to
the neck, and. far down the heaving ous ambition he had been swept in an ever get over It. I was unabl to
chest saw the sodden red that marked hour to penniless .ruin. His destruc- walk except for a short distance, sup- appetite. Well, sir, I was the most
his wound. Rain fell In scattered tion was almost complete.
The old ported with a cane, and even then surprised I ever was In my life when
drops, and he brought another blanket farm, the scene of- his labors his and the pnlns struck me every time I took the rheumatic pains began to ease up.
from the cabin, caring little now foi Mary's was gone. If Allan should a step. My legs, hips and ankles hurt I took seven bottles in all. and, it's a
something awfut and my Joints were fact, I didn't have an ache about me,
the silent form In the doorway In the die there remained nothing more.
sudden shadow of tils greater tragedy.
Suddenly he fancied he heard he stiff and achy. I couldn't cross my was eating fine and, simply felt like
He spread th blanket over the woundsound ot horses' hoofs In the clay road leg without having to lift It up with I had been made over again.
ed boy, and sat down by his side, ca"I have been In the best of health
along the bill side, now softened with my hands, and to turn over in bed,
ressing bis temples with his big fin- the light rain. The sound ceased as why, the pains nearly killed me.
ever since, with only a slight twinge'
"My appetite was gone and the of rheumatism at Intervals. I do not
gers, and wondering what to do next. suddenly as It began, and It occurred
sight of food nauseated me.
My need my cane now, but as I bad been
As be sat the helplessness of his poto him that It might be one of the robstomach was out of order, and I had unable to walk without It for several
sition grew upon him. He was deep bers returning. The lantern was burnIn the foot hills, many miles, as far as
ing low, but as a precaution he now a sluggish, heavy feeling all the time. years, I got Into the habit of carryhe knew, from the home of any set-- turned It quite out. There were some I was weak, off In weight and dis- ing it and so still take It along. I am
tier. In daylight he could, no doubt, cartridges In Allan's pocket; he felt couraged so that It looked like I enjoying life and health once more
find his way back to town, but daylight for them and decided to bring the gun might as well quit trying ta ever get and can - conscientiously recommend
.,
might be too late. He did not know
t
Tanlac as the greatest medicine I
out of the cabin. But before he could well.
"I had no Idea Tanlac would relieve have ever run across In all my exwhether Allan was dying on his hands put his decision Into effect he observed
at that moment. Certainly to attempt the form of a man moving silently but my rheumatism when I began taking perience." .
I took It because I
to move him In the buggy would be briskly toward the cabin. He held his It last Spring.
Tanlac Is sold by leading druggists
dangerous In the extreme.
breath and remained obscured In the saw where It would give a fellow an everywhere. Adv.
And as he sat he thought of the bushes. Dimly he discerned the form
missing money, the fruit of his life's stop at the door and peer Into the
DON'T LET THAT COUGH COXTTNTTEI
labor, snatched from him In a moment
darkness.
In the darkness. The loss did not hurt
' There was no doubt In the mind of
will knock It In very short time. At the flint Blun ot a conrji
.
Harris as to the evil intent of the visor cold In your horse, give a tew doaea of "SPOHN'S." It wtH
act on the glands, eliminate the disease germ and prevent furthitor. He had come on horseback near
er destruction of body by disease. "SPOHN'S" has been the
dismounted
building,
and had then
the
standard remedy for DISTEMPER, INFLUENZA, PINK EYE,
CATARRHAL FEVER, COUGHS and COLDS for a quarter of a
ind stole up to It on foot. That In

Many

teen-yea-

-

-

'

ALLEN'S
FOOT-EAS-

E

Give ease and
comfort to feet
that are tender
and sore.
If shoes pinch
or corns and bunions ache this

Antiseptic

Heal-

ing Powder will
give quick relief.
- Shake it in your
Shoe, Sprinkle it

ta the

Foot-bat-

Sold everywhere,

i

Stomach
on Strike
20 Years
I
MAI

MAW

frtp.
"Entonle Is wonderful," says C. W.
"J. T," he said to himself. "J. T.
Burton. "I hnd been a sufferer from Those Initials seem familiar. I'll just
stomach trouble for 20 years and now leave this thing where I found It, unI am well."
til the police see It"
,
Eatonlc gets right after the cause of
Replacing the weapon on the floor,
stomach troubles by taking up and
carrying out the acidity and gases and he stole; out the cabin, avoiding the
of course, when the cause is removed, silent obstruction In the doorway. Out- -'
the sufferer gets well. If you have side he stood for a moment undecided.
sourness, belching, indigestion, food The circle of light from his lantern
repeating or any other stomach vlght beacon Allan back to the shantrouble, take Eatonlc tablets after ty,
but It would also prove a signal to
each meal and And relief. Big box
robbers, If they were still in the vithe
your
druggist's
costs only a trifle with
cinity.
The roar of water came up
guarantee.
from the valleys, but above or through
that roar suddenly he fancied he heard
sound from the bushes near at band.
He held his breath and listened Intently. Ies, there It was again a human sound, beyond question, half
groan, half gurgté. He turned In the
direction from which It came and stole
Seta 2Sc, Ohnaeat ZS sai 50c, Takes 25c.
yards
quietly forward.
from the building the light revealed,
first a shadow, and then a figure lying
12S MAEIT.IOTII JACKS
cot
on the ground. With some trepidation
LOW'S JACK FAi
L. !
.
Harris approached. The man's arms
iieda tutptaa, lows
had been extended when be fell, and
bis coat was thrown over his head.
I liLwnLlaU Zi,ii aiicMa
iiini. CátaS
Harris stooped and drew It down over
tb shoulders exposing the face,
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.

Girls! Girls!!

Save Your Hair
With Cuticura

Half-a-doze- n

cnrnvi ce vssxzasttts&sa
'

21.

Spohn's Distemper Compound

,

It-e-lf

k

CIGARETTE

.

o

empty-hande-

UJCKV
STRIKE

i

PRAISES TAfJUlC

was sufficiently Incriminating. One
who was riding through the mountains
on a legitimate errand, and who knew
nothing of .the night's affray, would
nke no such precautions. . Unarmed
is he was, Harris resolved that the
"robber, probably the murderer of his
!on, should not on any account escape
blm. With the blanket which he had
brought to cover Allan was a bag In
which they .had carried oats for their
horses; this he found In the darkness,
und stole after his victim. He overtook him standing at the door, in apparent hesitancy whether to enter the
building. . Without an Instant's warn
ing Harris threw the bag about his
head, and with a quick twist of his
powerful wrist had his prisoner securely gagged. Throwing him violently to the ground, he tied the sack In a
hard knot, and, despite all struggles,
dragged him back to where Allan lay.
Here he relighted the lantern, and,
cutting part of the blanket Into strips
with his pocket knife, securely tied his
captive hand and foot At first the
prisoner tried to talk, but he could not
n
speak Intelligibly through the
sack, and presently he gave up
and lay In silence In the wet grass.
And again the leaden nlght'wore on,
broken only by occasional gurglings In
the throat of Allan, or futile struggles
by the prisoner. Harris felt little curiosity concerning the Identity of the
man In gags before him, or the victim
of Allan's gun In the doorway. They
were absolute strangers to him, and he
even feared that if he should look Into
the face of the one that still lived his
anger over, the assault upon Allan
would burst all bounds and he would
kill his victim on the spot He was
slowly forced to the conclusion that
Riles and Gardiner had also met with
foul play, and that no help was' now
to be expected from that quarter.
Just as the first bars of gray In the
eastern sky proclaimed approaching
dawn, the sound of horse's hoofs came
distinctly up the valley. Harris drew
himself Into a Bitting postura, and listened. Allan was still breathing, and
apparently with less effort than earlier
In the night. The sound of the horse
came nearer and nearer. At last It
was In the road Just below, and a moment later would have passed by had
not Harris called out
Sergeant Gray Instantly swung his
horse from the road and, dismounting,
proceeded In the direction of the
voices.
(TO BE CONTINUED.!
close-draw-

Without an Instant's Warning, Harria
Threw the Bag About His Head.

as deeply as he might have
thought ; he was numbed by the greater blow that hung over blm. If Allan
The boy had
would only live!
been his constant companion since babyhood. All his hopes, all .his ambitions, which had found their expression In his years of feverish toll, had
been wrapped about Allan. He had no
one else.
His better self revolted
at that thought "You have a wife
and daughter," it said, "ready to share
your life as soon as you are ready to
share theirs." He forced his mind from
that phase of his position, but it reverted to It again and again. He could
not wander In memory up the path of
his boy's life without meeting his boy's
mother. And all the pain and unbap-plnes- s
of the later years how It cut
like an evil bank of fog across the
once bright course of their career I But
he had suffered for their sokes, holding fast to his own course because he
Best? And It
knew It to be best.
The
had brought him to this?,
question would not down. Rather than
relax an lota from his own purpose he
had broken up his family; he had
crushed them under the wheels of his
Inflexible will, and now that same will
had driven his son to destruction and
himself jo ruin.
It Is not easy for a man who has laid
out a career and followed It with all
the energy of a Virile nature, recasting his gods from time to time to conform with the evolution of his Ideals,
but recasting always in the mold of
bis own will rather than any vessel of
creed or persuasion It Is not easy for
such a man to stop at fifty and say,
"I was wrong." It requires a break In
his process of evolution, a shock suffhim

powerful to pulverize his gods
his ..face, to drive home the
truth that they were not gods at all
but mere Idols of his own creation.
In Harris' later life two Idols bad
grown up to the exclusion of all others; they were the wealth watch be
iciently

before

'century. 60 cents and $1.16 per bottle at all drug stores.
SPOUN MEDICAL COMPANY,
GOSHEN, IND.

What to fake for

Msoi'áeréd Stomád
CARTER'S
A
A

VER
PILLS

You will relish your meals without fear of trouble t
follow. Millions of all ages take them for Biliousness,
Dizziness, Sick Headache, Upset Stomach and for Sallow.
Pimply, Blotchy Skili. They end Ihejnliery of Comttpotion
Genuioe bear

SbsII PilL'SiT.!! De"e

Great Chance.
"Come on, wife, we must go to the

SauJI Pries'

Searchlight for Night Flying.
powenui searcnugnt or tne new
"dlshpan" type has been built for the
party."
"I won't start yet. It Is fashionable government for use In guiding aviators
in night flight. This great beacon has
to be late."
"And that's why I want to go early. approximately 3,000,000 candlepower.
The host is nervous and the hostess It Is operated by two enormous moIsn't watching him.
I've had many tor s aud it can "pick up" an aviator
little nips handed me under those cir- three miles in the air. The light la
sut upon a wheel chassis and can be
cumstances."
Louisville Courier-Journa'

a

.

l.

-

.

ei sily moved about.
It will be transported by motor car ahead of the
planes each day to the spot where"
the lundlng Is to be made at night,
and Its rays will guide the aviator to
the ground.

Important to Mothor
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
Cor Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature
. Mortgaged Tomcat.
In Use for Over 30 Years,
An unusual chattel mortgage is said
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria to be on file at Stockton, Mo. It specifies, among the articles covered by It,
"one black tomcat with white feet,
We All Know That.
"That old motto 'Business before named Tom." It Is possible that Thom
pleasure,'" said Jud Tunklus, "mearh? as riuiKtiu us a iuimiy iieinoom, ana
nothing more than in this world you he may have been regarded as the
can't enjoy yourself unless you've got most valuable" of the security.
At
any event, a "black tomcat" Is a novel
the price."
variation of the chattel mortgage color
They are always linked together: scheme, which shades up from the bay
Why get mule to the gray mare and the old
Sadder and wiser man.
white ccw. Case and Comment.
wisdom?

'

Reading and "Skimming."

It Is said that Macaulay could read
faster than most men could skim and
skim faster than they could skip. No
doubt, but then he could laugh heart
ily at a Greek comedy. The whole
thing Is largely a matter ot habit and
training; a man can accustom himself
to read" steadily. On the other hand,
the habit of skimming is one of the
most perilous to careful, thinking;
once formed, It Is very difficult to
shake off, and the man that has al
lowed himself to slip Into the easy
primrose path of skimming, finds that
he has missed one good thing after
another.

ITTLE

Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver
Pills then take 2 or 3 for a few nights after.

I
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Is s profitable as

train crowlnc.

nailing

Successes as wonderful

as those from growing wheat, oats, barley, and flax have been mide in
..tin.,..
lain m Hamél Csttl. SlhAMmy. Mil Mam uitHH
w,
DU auiui, viuu-uumr

I annex ana atoas raiser.

'

Ana remember, you can buy en easy terms

Farm Land at '15 to 30 An Acre

land equal to that which through many years has yielded rom SO to 45 bushels
of wheat to the aero grazing land convenient to aood
grain (arms at proportionately low prices. These lands have
S every rural convenience; good schools, churches, roads, tele-4 phones, etc close to live towns and good markets.
'
If you want to get back to the farm, or to farm on alsrper
'i "
scale than is possible under your present conditions, invaatl- -

J

y rs

f

(ate what Western Canada has to ofiar you.
For flliw tratad Htoratara with maní and particulars retarolaf radoead E
''V rmtwK Ipeatioa ef had, !., aeplj to Dapartatwt a Immigra- '
j
i
W. . EUuluT. Room 4, Hat Baildint, CHAZA, KI3L
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NOTICE to the PUBLIC . .
after April 1st, the
price per head for watering
stock at the City Water tank
will be $1.00 per head per month
This
cows, horses or burrows.
means those who water daily at
the tank. Water delivered by
the tank 20 cents per ban-el- ;
single barrel lots 25 cents each.
C.W.B. LEATIIERMAN
On and

'

Items of Interest
rrom our Mora
Cor resnon
dent
--

A-

April

N

"

1921.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
"

NOTICE fee PUBLICATION

Department fo the Enterior,

V. S, LAND OFFICE at
ton, New Mexico.
April 15th, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given - that
Eduardo Sandoval, of Albert
Union County New Mexico, who
on April, 16th, 1918. made Addl
No.
Application,
Homestead

Department of the Interior
V.'. S- - LAND OFFICE at Clay

Clay-

023150,

ÍTrvin D(rcar Sr flnrrPRnnndent)

SPANISH-AMERICA-

for

SE14.-SW1-

Sec. 10,

4,

ton,, New Mexico.

have Pump or
WHEN you
troubles or have

March 21st, 1921.

any
work in the Plumbers line, call Judy
and Baker and they will fix it.

NOTICE is hereby given that
Frank Martinez, of Mosquro,
N. M., Avho, on June 10, 1916,
made Homestead Entry, No.

for Nia NW4, S2
SWU, Sec.23
and N'A NW'A, Section 26,
Township 17N, Range 29E, N.M.
P. Meridianthas filed notice of
intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, be- -.
022310,.

NWi., and W

NE14-SW1Section
Sam Rimbert of the Wootton 15, Township 21 N. Range 30E,
&Mieklejohn store is the proud
Mora" is waking for the exci- father of twins, boy and girl N.M.P. Meridian, has filed notice
tement of the coming term of ast week. He pretends he wants of intention to make Final Three
WE ALSO HANDLE ', HARDWARE AND EVERYProof, to establish claim to
District Court which convenes to give us one of them but he Yearland
THING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS LINE, ALSO
above
described,
before
the
April 25th. There will be lively hvouldnt come across for a mil- fore A. A. Wynne, U. S. Com
F. H. Foster, U. S. CommissioDEEP WELL PUMPS, WINDMILLS, WELL- CASING
times here for a week or two as ion dollars if we took him up at ner,
missioner, at his office in Mos
Roy
New
office
at
at
his
AND THE MANY OTHER THINGS THAT COME UNDER
many interesting cases are dock- the offer.
quero, N.. M. on the 4th day of
Mexico, on the 6th day of June,
'
,
eted.
May 1921.
THIS LINE OF WORK.
Under Sheriff, John Woottpn, 1921.
The Dar docket is being prin- Luis Pacheco, Ass't Clerk, of the
Claimant names as witnesses:
names as witnesses:
ted by La Vos del Pueblo, at Las Court, Abeyta, went to Vegas Claimant
Zacarías
Cordova, Miguel MarD. M. Valdez, of Kephart New
Vegas, It has been a long time Monday on important business,
tinez, Jose Inez Perea, and DeJose
Mexico,
Belorde,
Albert
of
since that paper has had a look-i- n Louie burned - out a connecting
metrio Cordova, all of Mosquero,
New Mexjc, Pedro Del Valdez,
on printing but they know rod in his car rooting for the
New Mexico.
CAN
IT.
FIX
.
WE
BE
TO
IS
FIXED.
IT
IF
Anof Pasimonta New Mexico,
how to do it.
Paz Valverde
ball game Sunday, so he is afoot tonio Castillo, of Roy New Mexi'
dacK. i nomas, one oi tne pri- until thQ. Garage gets him fixed co.
Register.
'
'
soners at the Mora Jail, made up again.
Valverde
Paz
y
Saturday night
his
State Senator Ed. Mitchell, ot
Register.
NOTICE for PUBLICATION
apprehended.
not
so
is
far
and
Albert, Union County, was here
. Department of the Interior, .
Just how he got out is not made Thursday with his ranch fore- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
clear. Jailer Bias Sanchez and man, Frank Gonzales, on some
Department of the Interior,
Successors to BAUM BROS.
New Mexico.
ton,
wife were at Las Vegas at the and business up m the moun
March 21st, 1921.
time. The Sheriffs office is tains. He was lucky in finding
U, S. LAND OFFICE at Claygiven that
hereby
is
NOTICE
Mexico.
Roy,
New
huntiag for him but it is likely
real automobile mechanic, at ton, New .Mexico.
Heimann, of Albert,
P.
Fred
he will not be tried at this term the Mora Garage, . who could
April 18, 1921.
New Mexico, who, on April 13th
of court. Jack was a eleves fel- make his Buick take him back to "C" of
orders
191, made Addl. Homestead
low and his friends he has made Vegas where he could get his REPUBLICATION '
Entry Under Act of July 3, 1916
while awaiting court here are batteries recharged after a lot NOTICE is hereby given
Ser. No, 022853, for NE14,, Secthat
surprised that he should want of grief getting up here. The Virgil H. Anderson, of Roy. New
Township 19 North,
tion 7,
Senator is still just Ed Mitchell Meyico, who, on Aug. 23 1920,
Range 31 East, N.M.P. Meridian,
Jack Thomas is the agent who to his friends here.
No.
has filed notice of intention to
made Homestead entry,
sold stock in the Jackson CompWhile in Vegas last week we 024783, for Lot 1, NEVi-NW- ii
make three year Proof, to estaressor Co. to Dr. Hoag.the Padre visited Judge Long at the Post Sec,7, T19 N, R 26 E.
YOUR CALVES WILL BE WORTH MONEY
blish claim to the land above
and others here.He has the stock alive to the doings of the people SWI4-SEI- 4
SAVE THEM BY USING
described, before F. II. Foster,
13
12,
Sec
Sec
NE14
ion deposit and is ready to deli- with a man who has the history T 19 N, R 25E. N.M.P. Meridian,
U. S. Commissioner, at his ofVACCINE"
GERM
FREE
"PURITY
ver as it is his own, stock and of the past fifty years at his has filed notice of intention to
fice in Roy, New Mexico, on
Agent.
some think his leaving is due to tongues end, and yet is as keenly make three year Proof, to esta
MILTON FLOERSHEIM.
the 7th day of May 1921.
some case elsewhere which ne office and it is a delight to talk blish claim to the land above de
Rov. New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesesl
f pared the publicity .of a trial of today as any man of 30 years scribed, before Register and ReFrank P. Heimann, Jr. of R fy
here might advertise his where would be. The old Judge has liv ceiver U. S. Land Office, at
New Mexico, T. J. Heimann, ml
abouts, others think there are ed a prominent part of the hist- Clayton, New Mexico, on the
Roy, New Mexico, A. J. Bellfr.
those who did not want him to ory of SanMiguel and Mora cou 8th day of June 1921.
of Bueyeros, New Mexico, and
sret to trial and connived his nties for fifty years and is good
George Shields, of Hayden, New
Claimant names as witnesses:
escape'.
for many moré.
Mexico.
Baum. Link Hines,' A. J.
Earl
The Ogden's drove to Vegas
Eighth Grade Examinations Baker and George O. Cable, all
Paz Valverde
last Thursday and did a little were held last week from the Co. of Roy ,New Mexico.
Register.
shopping for the first time since Sup'ts. office and returns are
Paz Valverde
in
a
Jan. 1st, Coming home
still coming in from the schools
Register.
snowstorm was a real ex over the county. Jt is a lamentNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
perience.
able fact that a large majority
Mrs. Ogden will attend the of the pupils are not among the
Department of the Interior.
State Convention of Teachers at ones taking the 'exams. .
Still at the old stand
Santa Fe this week. We will dm- - . Many parents are asking for
' U. S. LAND OFFICE at SariWith a line of self oiling
ve down in the Flivver for the permits to keep their boys out windmills, stock pumps, Oliver
J
ta Fe, New Mexico.
event.
April 20th,
to herd sheep or plant and Emerson implements, farm
.school
of
Next week, if weather and crops. The custom has been for wagons, "Z" type pumping oil
is hereby given that
roads will permit we will drive years and the enforcement of Engines and ETC.
BluftR1, of Roy Mora Co,
Oscar
'over to the east side and give the compulsory education law
New- - Mexico, who, on May, 1st
the schools the once over besides is made very difficult. " The Sup
1918 made Addl Homestead Apseeing friends, crops and other
plication,
üo. 035733. for SW14-SE1sided
far
thus
has
interesting things in the new erintendent boys
Sec 12,' and
of the
instead
with
in
the
Harding C5unty.
NE14-NWSecton 13. Townsheep but in
parents
and
the
We are assured by prominent
ship 18 N, Range 24 E, N.M.P.
have been
attorneys that the error in the some cases excuses
We are closing out our Auto
Meridian, has filed notice of inpowillingly.
The
most
granted
boundaries of Harding County
and Tractor oils.
to make Final Three
tention
boys
seem
of
possibilities
which appeared in the engrossed tential
BAUM BROS
Year Proof, to establish claim
sheep
of
a
greater
those
than
bill will not delay the establi
NEW MEXICO.
ROY,
to the land above described, befrom the standpoint of future
shing of a county on schedule citizenship.
fore F. II. Foster, U. S. Commispredicted.
Some
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
time
sioner, at his office at Roy New
wedding
It is rumored that a
Department of the Interior,
there are who had hoped it wou
Mexico, on the 1st day of June,
passing
interest
more
than
of
ld all have to be done over again
;
1921.
county
of
All
the
teachers
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayand the east end would have to will be reported next week, but
in
work
names as witnesses:
Claiment
have
undertaken
who
event
ton, New Mexico.
pay in here for two more years we must not anticipate the
Geo. H. Ray, A. I. Burleson,
the
history
under
local
state
or
Dist Atty Luis'Armijo was up
April 15th 1921. plan made out by the New Mex.
but not many.
Webb Kidd'and Luther Corneal,
An epidemic of booze, hooch from Vegas Monday laying' .the NOTICE is hereby given that Normal about three months ago
all of Roy, New Mexico.
or someother element that ma- wires for the coming term of Frank Weir, of David; New Me- are urged by the Normal to turn
'
Register.
kes damfools out of otherwise court. And advising with the xico, who, on 'June 2nd, 1919, over to the Normal at immediatA. M.Bergere.
decent citizens struck Mora county officers on several mat- made Additional Homestead en- ely after the close of their schtry No. 026629, for S'a of SEt ool the papers that have
Sunday. A lot of people found ters.
Room 9, First Nat'l
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Township 17 N.
Tom McGrath has turned the of ' Section 4,
the stuff with the usual result.
work. The Normal
their
Bldg,
Bank
A Base Ball game at Holman water from the high:line ditch Range 30 E. N.M.P. Meridian,
Department of the Interior,
is very anxious that none of this
Sunday took the fans from Mora into his fields and is 'irrigating has filed notice of intention to valuable material shall be lost
alonsr to boosr tor their team, his garden and the courthouse make Final. Three Year Proof,
,U. S. LAND OFFICE at Santhru neglecting to file it and ha
The river to establish claim to the land ve it kept
The Holman boys have been grounds this week.
ta
Fe, New Mexico.
Unexplace.
a
safe
in
training for a month and they
strong and has plenty above described, before A. A. pected responses
April 20th, 1921.
in
have
come
took the Co. seat team to a clea-ni- of water for all the wheels be- Wynne. U. S. Commissioner, at response to the Normal s can,ir- NOTICE is hereby given that
to the tune of some multi sides filling all the irrigated his office in Mosquero, New om outsiders as well as from
Laura B. Casados, of Mora. New
FOR SALE ;
ple of about 6 to 18. Mora sports ditches.
Mexico, on the 3rd day of June,
Mexico, who, on April 4th 1917,
espectechers but the Normal is
320 Acres, 8 miles East of
backed their team in the face of
No.
Tom McGrath and family 1921.
ially anxious that the material Roy; All fenced and at least 280 made Homestead entry
Eo-SWheavy odds and came home poo- went to Guadalupita, 12 miles Claiment names as witnesses: being collected and worked up by
032179,for
rer but no wiser. It was sort of up the valley Sunday' to assist James A. Mcintosh, Jesse E. the teachers and students of the acres tan be plowed.
SWit-SEV- t,
Section 1,
Richard Reynolds.
a practice frame anyway. Trea with the ceremony and celebra- Ford, William O. Hunt and Joe state shall not be mislaid or negT23N Rangel7E.N.M.P.-MeridiaNRoy, New Mexico.
surer Don Casados pitched for tion attendant upon the chris- H. Wilcox, all of Darid, New lected. So you are requested to
has filed notice of intention to
Mora and there were some raw tening of the baby son of his Mexico.
make
three year Proof, to estapracti
earliest
send itin at the
plavs but no- kick on the umpire, sister, Mrs. Regensberg.
Call
Paz Valverde,
blish claim to the land above
The
moment.
cable
Register,.
The plan of covering the rock little chap was christened Alvin,
described, before U. S. Commis
surface on the Vegas road with m memory of the son of their
sioner, at Mora, New Mexico, on
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
For
dirt after the crushed rock is in sister, Mrs. AdelfBush
who NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the 1st day of June 1921.
of the Interior,
Department
Department of the Interior,
place is meeting with the appro- died last year'at Davenport, la.
Claimant names as witnesses:
val of those who have to travel The Regensburgs have a fine
Jim Gray, Emma Gray, Albert
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayrocks as home at Guadalupita and he
get
guarantee
the road. Reducing
you
and
to
all of Ocate, New Mex.
there
Mafnum,
Mexico.
ton,
New
,..;Vi
i
Sharp as iuioneii uutweo wim runs a store besides large ranch ton, New Mexico,
April 15th, 1921.
get
you back.
11 V II
UilU A.JÍÍ31.J 111 V) VX
NOTICE is hereby given that
auto tires may be good lor the interests.
.
Mexico.
is hereby given that
NOTICE
Telephone
Dodds.
Jesse Ernest Ford, of David,
tire trade but it is sure discouA. M. Bergere
Juan M. Griego, of Mosquero,
We T think we saw Albert
raging to the people who have to Branch and wife of Roy, coming New Mexico, twho, on Feb. 21? New Mexico, who, on February F r sale-16- 0
Register.
rrii:
8
miles
acres
N.E
1919. made Homestead entry
buy the tires.
Tues- No. 025961, for S 10 of Section 21,1919, made Additional Home of Roy waer hole on place, pri;e
mail
carrier
up
with
the
Seeding spring wheat and oats day to
tor
No. 025896,
visit his grandmother
Town-- , stead Entry,
WANTED TO RENT FARM
is a regular industry in the val- and uncles and cousins heie in 28 and N V2 of Section 33,
Sec $15 per acre. W.J. Vance
Sec, 26,
NWii-SW- it
S'2
ship 18 N, Range 29 E. N.M.P.
e
The primitive
I have a
farm for
Tucumcari
.,
N.E.
leys
and
27,
;'
the valley.
Meridian, has filed notice of inimproved,
well
rent;
190
acres
method of sowing oats by hand
18 JN.
Contractor Walla'ce, broke tention to make Final. Three Section 2934, Township
one-ha-lf
mile,
broke.
School
plowing it under and harrowing
Meridian,
N.M.P.
E,
camp Tuesday down the canyon
Proof, to establish claim Rangefiled notice of intention to
and daily mail by door; 20 miles
it down looks rather back num- and moved on to the next job. Year
has
land above described, be- make Final Three Year Proof, to
north of Roy and 12 miles east
ber to us after being accustomed The road is finished save some to the
CommisWynne,
U.S.
A.
A.
fore
of Abbott.
Extra good soil.
modem
farming
with
to tractor
concrete bridges and culverts sioner, at his office in Mosquero establish claim to the land above
of crop. Apply
HowWant
Mesa.
Roy
the
on
tools
described, before A. A. Wynne,
at the Spanish American office
here and and surfacing. It is some mo- New Mexico, on the 3rd day of U. S. Commissioner, at his office
ever they
ving day when a big camp like June 1921.
for contract or write direct to
many small 'fanners, on little
in Mosquero , New Mexico, on
AT THE OLD STAND,
up.
breakes
that
as
witnesses:
Claimant
names
Elbert Piper, Noble, Okla.
good
at
the
trade
makes
tracts
the 3rd day of June 1921.
THE
j
LIBERTY
WITH
"
pretII.
JasTie3
Joe
Mcintosh,
A.
worry
must
not
her
Mills
ofnrps.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Sale or Trade;
For
of
.all
Wilcox
GARAGE
Weir
Frank
in
and
ty
with
over
our
stand
head
w
..v
o
t I1C i.
Jose Garcia y Chavez, Fran..Big German Millet and early;
shop. David, New Mexico, and Charles
a nice business Sunday evenings. the "Devil" at the print
Cruz,
cisco
Moisés Vailpando,
Cane Seed $1.00 per bn.
Amber
Mexi
Mosquero,
New
West
imps
P.
of
with
We've
the
associated
now
and
light
They have a fine
Ignácio Garcia, all of Mosand
exchange
will
for cor or beans.
'
handicap is the small so much that we no longer fear co.
quero, New Mexico.
Cameron
S.
E.
Valverde.
rough
em
and
Pax
treat
them,
just
not
hold
auditorium which does
Paz Valverde
Register
fca the Chas Davis Farm, Key,
nave,v theyare harmless enough.
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Wife

Wind ; Wind, but the wind is
rKansa City Man Selected a Chair
not any news to any of us oí
man Of State Americanization
last week, we allhad our share,
Committee.
and some to let, but no one wan
ted any more than they had to ("Kansas members of the American
have, as many of us remember Legion Lave selected as chairman of
their state Ameri
last Friday night and Saturday,
canization commit
wind
we
had
have
worst
was the
tee John It. Floyd
since Easter Sunday in 1913
Not much damage done.

Last Friday our town was
by one of the worst wind
storms that was ever known,
doing considerable damage to
wheat, but not as bad as was
Some wind
thought at first.
mills were torn down to pieces
and small buildings blown over.
A. J. Hahn and family arrived
here in the wind storm Friday
having driven here from Texas.
Mr. Hahn farmed the Morris
farm last year and sold his crop
to J. V. Mackey thinking he had
nil he wanted of New Mexico,
but we are glad he changed his
mind and hope he will be succes-fin getting a place.
Walter Quillen who sold his
homestead in the Bradley neighborhood about four years ago,
r.nd went to Oklahoma, has returned to Solano and will farm
Dock Pearce's ranch, having
bought John Wagner's lease.
Tom Bowman who is forenan
of the Norwood Ranch at Glen
Rio Texas, visited his father and
Mother and Mrs. J.W. Bowman
Saturday and Sunday.
Messrs Milbum, West, Morris,
White, Choate and Hahn brothers attended the Leach sale
Tuesday.
Mr. Yates of Hutcheson, Kans
was here- - last week soliciting
scholarships for the Hutchison
business college.
e
Mrs. Diettevich and Mrs
visited

ul

Nc-tl-

of Roy were shopping in our
town Monday.
Miss Inez- Cato who was nurse
at the Plumlee Hospital during
the winter has returnod to her
ranch. Her many friends welcome her back home.
who has
L. M. Livingston
been at the Plumlee Hospital
ior the past two weeks returned
''o'.Tie Sunday.
The Ladies Aid met wíim Mrs.
Morris Thursday end did seme
-

ANNOUNCING
if.

of Arknnsas Cily,

i

n

prominent

insur-

ance man and third
Mr. Roy Keller is helping Otis
vice president of
the Dostoifics in Roy, New Mexics,
week.
this
garage
in
Thorton the
the United ' States
s
garage in the ok'
Otis has
Junior Chamber of
blacksmith shop,, and as he has
Commerce.
for
intended
matter
All news
had much experience in that ga.Mr. Floyd was
publication must be in the office rage work as a mechanic and
4 jomniissloiied
a
not later than mureciay morn- machinest, and his werk bespeafirst lieutenant at
ing, and if possible by Wednes- ks for him, he is getting well
the second officers'
k.
training camp at
day noon. All ads must be in by advertised and unable to keep
Fort bhcridnit. lie served at Camp
Thursday noon. We must fol- the work up alone.
Grant, Til., Jefferson Barracks, Mo.,
low this rule as it makes us late
Camp Dodge, la., with the Eighty-sixtand
several
lost
Lofton
T.
W.
late
Mr.
put
in
with the paper if we
division und at various times as
head of cattle a few days ago. insurance,
news matter.
signal,
and athfrom eating Alfalfa and then letic officer and as ordnance
judge advocate.
sold his herd of forty some odd
NOTICE FOR BIDS.
In 1013, Mr. Floyd was appointed
except one cow to Mr. Bob Lun-sfor- district manager for n well known in. .The Village Clerk will receisurance company with headquarters
ve bids up to and including Monat Arkansas Cííy and In the year folreported
A few cows has been
lowing Ids discharge from the service
day noon May 2nd, for the stuccoing and cementing of the Vil- of dieing from . eating frozen wrote the largest number of Applications ever written In his state In one
lage Pump House, also for the wheat.
year for his company, vnnl ranked
building
on
the
of
the
plastering
Mr. A. W. Drake and wife and fifth in the United States. He lias
inside. Bids can be submitted son Marvin, Mr. Orrin Beatty served
In various offices in Arkansas
with or without material furni- and family, Mr. W. T. Lofton City post and as a member at large
shed. For plans and specifica- and wife, Mr. J. B. Duvall, were of the Legion slate executive committions see the Village Clerk at Sunday dinner guests at the tee.

I

a

SOLANO ITEMS.

M$ti CHOOSE FLOYD

h

,

Conversion of Roy Trust and Sav- -

i ings Bank into The First National
Bank of Roy, New Mexico The
Bank which has grown up with
Roy and vicinity.

.

d.

-

his office in the

Spanish-Ame- ri

can.

Frank L. Schultz
Village Clerk.
sewing for her.

On account of

the stormy weather so many

were not present..
George Hepburn who has been
suffering from an infection on
hi: hand Í3 able to be at work
again.
Jim Livingston who has been
quito sick fcr three weeks is
able to be en the streets again.
Ed Grace, Manager of the
Wilson Co. store at this place
was in Mills on business last
week.
Are you getting ready for the
'"ELKS" big dance and banquet,
Quite a number of the ycung
people attended the dance at
Roy Saturday night.
Mr. Outhouse of Ray has been
here this week poisoning prairie'
dogs on his farm.
Sanford Hortcn who has had
mumps is able to be out again.
Tom Ladd who has been buying catle in Texas, returned heme lost Friday.
THE OWL.
,

L. N. DeWeese home

...

last Sun.

..

First National Bank
Capital and Surplus $60,000

"Now Under U. S. Govermenfc Supervision"

'

A good bank for everyone

v
day.
WHEN TO WEAR THE UNIFORM
family
Mr. Judge Smith and
Service Men Inclined to Be
were entertained at iur. urnn Former
Too Modest in Appearing in
Beatty's home last Sunday for
Army Togs.
Six o'clock dinner.
Former service men aré too modest
Mr. T. S. Holland and family
to appear in uniform on special occawere dinner guests at Mr. Ful sions, according
to a letter from a
ler s last Sunday
member of tlte American Legion.
.

The revival meetings are still
in progress, with much interest
being manifested.

lets go to the
O'H Skinney,
Blaj
Saturday
dance
"ELKS"
Roy
Theatre.
the 7th. at the
MILK; MILK, plenty of ii
quarts for a dollar; buy you:
tickets now. Leave orders a
the
J. M. Elder Dairy.
11

Spanish-America-

n.

MaBiu s.vveu
I'm going to the- "ELKS'
dance May the 7th, are you.

The letter follows:
"Armistice, day brought with it some
new revelations of viewpoint on the
wearing of the uniform at ceremonies
and- - celebrations, 'and, inasmuch as in
the future we must confront the problem time after time, I believe' the
question should be settled now, one
way or the other. I am neutral on the
subject and am willing- - to do as the
'bunch', does.
"Since their discharge the majority
of both officers and enlisted men have
shown more than a little hesitancy in
putting the uniform back on for special
occasions. The true spirit of the
is not manifest in any parade
when the majority of the men appear
In civilian clothes and a handful march
In uniform. On such occasions the uniformed man is in an embarrassing position, and he vows: 'Never again I'
think modesty Is responsible for most
men's preference for' 'civvies on formal
occasions, but I know that some argue
that they do not want to be In uniform
with a bunch of men wearing officers'
uniforms and Insignia.
'" "I am sure there, is not an
!n theXegion
not willingly
discard his Insignia if It operated as a
barrier to harmony. But hit's have a
standard rule either civvies or

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

,

1

W. G. ohnson was a business
visitor in Mosquero the first oí
me week.

who-woul-

ndalls bread received fresh daily
full 16 ounce loaf 3 for 25cts

.

d

PUT ON PAYING. POST

Out of the more than. 3,000,000 Ford cars
now in use, about sixty percent have been sold
to farmers. Probably no other one thing has
brought to the farm so much of comfort and
profit as has the Ford car. It has enlarged
the social life, doubled the facilities for marketing, brought the town" next door to the farm,
multiplied for the farmer the pleasures of living.
A family car without. an equal in low cost of
operation, and maintenance. We solicifyour
order for one now because the demand is large
.'and continually, increasing.

kS&THE'

ECK MOTOR COMPANY
KGY, NEW MEXICO

J

SHOW

lis

Fred W. D&alle, fcasper, Wyo., Successfully Served as General Manager of "Stampede."
Fred W, Dralle of Casper," Wyo.,
chairman of the state executive committee of the

IIS
II

I

American Legion,
gained
national
recognition
for
home-towhis
post of the Legion, as general

M)Wi.a MJItHMIWBB

n

manager

Get our price on Slncliar
MOTOR and TRAC TOR OILS
1UMJM

I

ÜL

J&ttiaá

ELKS BALL and
BANQUET

of

"Stampede"' which
to
cost 520,000
stage and which
added $3,000 to
the post treasury.
Mr, Dralle taught
school at Butte,

xu

Saturday May 7th, 1921

Mont., und infer was superintendent of
schools at Houndup, Mont. He served
for a term as clerk and- - recorder of
Musselshell county, Mont., and is now
an officer in the standard Iteiinery of
Casper.
though he was SO years old when
theT'hited States entered the war, Mr.
Dralle enlisted in the Central Machine
Gun Officers' Training school und was
Stationed at Camp Hancock, Gn.
VERY FEW WILL BE DROPPED

JUST UNLOADED A GAR OF ICE

Are Rushing to Pay 1921
."ost Dues; Many New Members
Being Added.
The 10,000 post adjutants of the
American Legion, according to reports

reaching national headquarter from
aíl over the country, are finding themNOT ONE OF THE OLD FASHIONED DANCES, EOT
selves now in the busiest weeks of the
SOMETHING, JUST A LITTLE BETTER THAN
years as regards work.
THE ORDINARY.
rusl-oLegionnaires to get in
f
The
iTieir 1921 post dues within the time
and spend a pleasant evening with thebest bunch you
limit set, with the pcnnlty of being Come

Floersheim Merc. Co.

dropned

from

ot

membership,

If delinquent after that date, pü'd necessary
clerical and other detail work onto
the shoulders of post adjutants In an
Y
unprecedented manner.
To i,udge by the returns thus far
available, the list of men to be dropped
from 'membership for non-patnent oí
their 1921 post dues within the specified time will be only a email fraction
of th Legion and will be more than
offset ''hj the thousands of new members already obtained In the member,
blp drtttt jpf 3Jrtou flepartmeota,

you ever met up with.

,

.

'

i

Admission, per couple $2.50

This includes both dance and BANQUET as well as war tax.

y

AT THE
ROY THEATRE
ROY,

v -

"

THE
MOSQUERO MENTIRAS.

.Changeable weather still
Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey
Warm, still, cold, windy
For sale by the case
..days succeed each other with

Alvin Geihart, a brother

PUBLIC SALE.

of

Pro. Gerhart, visited with

and in 5 gal. "cans
.startling rapidity.
by all
Retailed
,
S.
Deputy
V.
kirkcndall,
Mr.
Leading Grocers
Marshall, from Oklahoma is a
Italian Bees and Queens
business visitor in Mosquero
favoraquite
is
He
week.
.this
bly impressed with the town and
'
thinks it has quite a brilliant P.O. Box
Springer, New Mex.

Fatjo Apiaries

"future.
Mr. Phill Miller has purchased
a couple of lots on Cedar. Street
and will immediately commence
"hauling rock for the erection of
a residence building in the new

April 23rd, 1921
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HIGH SCHOOL

FATJO'S HONEY

con-".tinu-

SPANISil-AMERlCA-

ihiTigs.. He saddled them on.
poor old Mora County, dumped

him
he was a

MAKING HIS M ARK

a tew days. Monday
visitor at the school.
Our play is coming along fine.
The lines are well in mind, and
now we are working on the action. The play is certainly full
of action ; action is the dominant
keynote of the play.
Aprof essor has married a char
ming young lady whose mother
insists on accompanying the
pair to their new home, much to
the disgust of the vróom. His
friends mistake the mother for
the bride and relate to the professor sundy escapades of the
mother's husbands and her daughter. Professor Wise naturally thinks they are referring to
his wife instead of her mother,
a dashing college boy and a oret-t- y
reporter add to the Professor's growing suspicion. Final

Each year men are
ahead, coming in
forging
i
to prominence in the business world, who have
not been heard of before
$by the public.

Having sold my f arm and am
going in the Mercantile business,
I will offer at public auction at
my farm 13 miles north east of
Roy and 12 miles southeast of
miles- east of the
Mills, and
Brand School House, on Thurs
day April 28th, 1921. the followwithout reing property
servation sale to commence at
10 o'clock A.M sharp.
6
6 HEAD HORSES
1 Pr. Brown geildings 7 & 8 yrs
wt 2300 lbs. 1 Black mare 4 yrs
1 Grey
wt. 12001bs, welljbroke.
mare 3 yrs. wt 1100 unbroke.
Age
1 coming yearling filly.
black mare in foal by Percheron,
season free.
37 HEAD CATTLE 37
1 Poll durham cow 10 yrs. calf
at sid, 1 black cow 6 yrs, calf
at side, a good milker, 1 spotted cow 5 yrs, calf at side, 1
red poll cow 4 yrs, giving milk.
6 Red durham cows 3 yrs old
3 Red durham
calves at side
3
cows 2 yrs, calves at side,
Red durham cows 2 yrs, will calve soon, 3 Red durham heifers
3 coming
coming yearlings.
1
yearling steers, good onse,
4 month calf, 1 Roan durham
Bull 2 yrs old, extra good, 1 Red
durham cow 6 yrs, will be fresh
in fall, 1D.R. Gilt.
FARM IMPLEMENTS.
1 J.D Lister, ILister cultivator,
1 Six Shovel riding cultivator, 1
Four shovel riding cultivator, 1
McCormick mowing machine in
good shape, 1 Hoosier wheat drill, 1 14 Disc harrow, 1 E. B.
Disc gang plow, 1 Buggy, 1 set
single harness, 2 sets all leather
work harness, 1 - 2 section harrow 1 No. 12 DeLavel Cream Separator, almost new, 1 - 4 Hole
monkey stove.'
-

to-wi-

t,

As a rule their success
them, pots, pans and kettles in
not as sudden as it
to tthat mountain burg and thus
seems.
Years oi careiui
committed an unpardonable sin
county seat.
nlanning, and
saving
and
Mr. John Bowen Iras purcha- Against an. innocent and inoffen
sive,
(old
county
government
with
strict attention to businesed an acre of land an he
not
we
war.
which
were
then
at
ithe
adjoining
ss-then
the arrive.
Singhiser forty
on the north, he has .A .man who would deliberately
vtown-sit-e
moved a house onto it and is do that is not worthy of memand addition to the, bership in our moral and wholehnildineThese examples should serve as inspiration to
Mr.
some
club.
Durrin
then
an
to
have
expects
young man or young woman with ambition.
and
the
house
and in his own defense urup todate residence in the near
ged the fact that he was only
Save your money carefully in an account at the
future.
Mr. E. T. McDaniel lias tired guilt in part of the charges ly he becomes convinced that
CITIZENS STATE BANK and be ready for your
njf driving a team of "horses that hmade against him, that he voted his wife means to poison him.
epporturiity.A small deposit will open an Acwho
the
has
married
The
bride,
.'and
once
Solano
"1m,
itwice,
but
in
in
alright
work
to
count
here,
tseemed
in Roy, and that he voted professor at her mother s instibut refused to pull in high on Lonce Farmer-Labor
the
ticket .each gation, learns that she Teally
ouwu
10
aim
BANK
his weekly tnps
CITIZENS
when the moe loves Bill, and
.has purchased a Ford Sedan and time, and that he did not
Mills, New Mexici
the, enormity of the offense ther learns that Billy is wealthy
it.
is rapidily learning, to operatefor-olove
in
is
with
he
hei;
deed
and
was
that
until
the
terrible
after
man
f
garage
McDaniel,
:Mr.
Nara Visa and Rose-- done. The question was then daughter, she determines to diIput to a vote and Mr-- Hurrin vorce the professor from Zoie.
bud was in trie county &e
declared to have been duly elec She is successful! in this and in
looking
week
of
last
part
later
to membership.
then. the tirst instance marriage is
trying
ted
and
over the little town
proved to be a failure.
Messrs
Schultd
oA
anounced
blocK
that
suitable
venase
a
nr.
in
S
The professor marries again
proposed
had
been
and
Johnson
modern
lots on v;hich to erect a
a year and he. selects a, girl
be
membership
would
after
and
for
accompanied
was
THE SERVICE GARAGE
oarage. He
'i Mr. Frak Hvatt who was voted upon at the next regular who will not encumber him with
but to his hormeeting. ; The poetical (contest a mother-in-laAmnv the honors of the town-IIe- :
calold father is
innocent
of.
ror
her
was
punk
cigar
then
couple
for
the
a
for
deal
a
on
is still
RAYMOND PENDLETON & GERALD DODDS
mariage
into
trapped
a
with the
Kingsbury
led.
Lawrence
Mr.
be
lots that he thought would
all his for
.the, proper locátión but is uncer-- j took the floor, and with 'clasped woman who caused
li-- : hands, eyes turned
mer trouble, and Mrs. lona Ford
the
toward
will
he
not
or
whether
Eletiical Specialists
tain
voice, once more becomes the protes- naly be able to secure me. w ceiling, and' melancholyjaoxhwas
But Billy,
sors mother-in-lathe lots from the owness who Lsadly recited what he
been
trip
on
around
a
who
An
has
original
was
and
entitled
BRING IN YOUR AUTO AND TRACTOR
;are
Mrs.
world,
has
located
.to
the
Ellen"
Ode
fxom
week
is
!,Qur querry this
FEED.
Ford's original hnshand in China
"Two hearts that beat
owiofi business man wno
OVERHAULING AND HAVE IT DONE
Corn.
Bushel
75
All ends happily and all pronouIn love's sweet pris'n
'
Bilma his letter "Perplexed"
40
CHICKENS
40
nce, marriage a distinct success.
Where his is hern
;and writes us as follows:. "Pear
BY COMPETENT MECIÍANICS.
Leghorns
blood
20
White
full
A Poor Married Man, a play
And hern is his'n".
Mr "Mentiras. T am the muer
hens, 20 R.I. Red hens,
combining
oaighboithe best elements of
your
in
Do'cl
hall
.of a
Scrap
lumber and other articles
moveand
comedy
Ellen,
me
action
Oh,
were
a
with
l little pig,
advise
We will overhaul your FORD motor, and burn
lnr stats, would you
to mention.
too
numerous
A rootin in your yard,
ment of pure farce, will delight
to sell out and go into some
'
n all bearings for $20.00, wc uso genuine Ford parts
All sums
OF
SALE:
TERMS
,Aií';you
dog,
,
the audience. The refined co
álittle
-- No phony parts.
.other business or net?" to which
9 months
of
credit
a
$10.00
over
Would you bite me very herd? medy scenes of the innocent ok
Let us recharge that Magneto that has been
.we reply, Deaij "Perplexed
interest
given
be
will
without
country doctor and his modes!
vny sen out icur fctate na.
Ford Magnetos
giving you such bum service.
gipurchaser
paid
due,
when
if
"took
poo.
Hames
ttlic
condaughter
then
in
"No
little
sharp
are
Jo.ck
ch savs that
in or out of car for $2.50 other magnetos
approved
note
or
bankáble
ving
50c pe magnet.
or Mlliard hall shall be located floor and loudly proclaimed that trast to the ludicrous adventures
security, if not paid when due, to
some poetry that of the newly married college prowithin five hundred feet of any he had written
draw 10 per cent from date, all
high-clastuff and fessor and the antics of his nechurch or school building" Hang was real
sums at and under $10.00 cash
gro servant, Jupiter, who thinks
FORD PAETS, ACCESSORIES AND
cm imd If they should locate loudly recited;
in hand, terms must be complied
you
pro
poisoned.
Should
himself
such a building within the
days
melancholy
came
have
The
with before property is removed,
see the cast at practice, you
hibited .distance ot youn poo The saddest of the year,
10 percent discount for cash on
L.
BATTERIES.
S.
U.
on,
a wa Too warm for whiskey straight, would immediately urge all your
Kail make them load it
sums over $10.00
- ron'
friends to see "A Poor Married
and move it. "Stand up for Too cold for ice cold beer.
Charles T. Wright,
Man
-O
irnnr ricrhts.
ManV
.
,.
.
jt Man wants but little here below,
'"T''T"'": ? " Owner,
But waats that little now,
Geo. E,5tíochrane Auctioneer.
'"
When you have Electrical work
Nara Visa, N.M. was looking A jtug of wine, a book of verse,
Brockman, " Clerk.
H.S.
to be done, it will pay tohave it
over the new county seat last A limousine and Jersey cow,
BRING CUPS
v
done where"The why it works
week and has decided to locate Friends, Romans Country men,
make
will
He
does
not
work"
why
it
and
the
permanently.
here
Lend
Lets meet at the "ELKS"
is known. I make all electrical
arrangements for a office in the
'
DAWSON, TÍEW MEXICO
(OPERA HOUSE,
Saturday May 7th, at the
dance
moa
build
will,
vulcanizing.
also
specialty
and
work a
near future
Here he was rudely interrup
Roy Theatre. ,
to
expects
He
Roy,
Mex.
Bagwell
C.R.
New
residence.
dern
ted by the entrance of Irvin Og
Ka wir hv the first of next
den who shoved him aside and
month for the purpose of com- commenced what he claimed
pleting Ms 'arrangements for was and "Ode to Spring" and
permanent residence hare.
grandiloquently declaimed.
The writer of the "Mosquero
'
to
the
say
Will be pitted against
Spring has come with bois- Mentiras"" desires to
"MentirasClub
breezes,
trous
Secretary of the
unless he condensed lhis re
Birds are chirping from
Rocks and treeses,
port of their weekly meeting tha
A profound sigh arose- from
Also a number of preliminary bouts
he will have to seek another co-g
lumn for his report as it is crow-'din- the audience, a shuffling of feet
out legitimate news items commenced and a few of the
24 ROUNDS OF BOXING WHICH WILL BE
.
"Afaniroa" We are more valiant ones sneaked from
WORTH GOING MANY MILES TO SEE.
giving this weeks report m tun the room, while he eloquently
When you get ready to buy your tractor, remember this a
continued:
Rumely OilPull tractor baa won every tractor fuel economy
as handed in by, the secretary,
Ne'w Mexico Fair
of
Northern
the
Clul)
Given
benefit
for
the
record during the last nine years.
Flowers are peeping from
however. The Mentiras
.Jll!Síj&)l
Association,
,.
j:
That'f a tremendously significant fact for every tractor buyer
blankets of snow.
met at it's regular meeting place
caland is backed up by facts.
Kingsbury
coming,
but
is
is
Paul
Grass
President
"
' Back in 1912, in the early dayis of the tractor industry, at the
COME AND SEE YOUR HOME BOY GENE PORTER
awfuly slow,
led the meeting to order and
Winnipeg Trader Contest, an OilPull tractor established a world's
calling
HIS
BEST.
AT
after
Foster
record of .7 pounds of fuel per horse power hour.
quoHere the last remaining mem
In 1918, at Minot.N. D., rí an official State Tractor
the roll' announced that a
Admission $1.00 to $2.50
Plus war tax.
The presi- ber crept from the club room,
an OilPull again won, using 21
less fuel than the
rum was present.
average of the other kerosene tractors.
the
announced,,
that
continued
voice
gentle
and
his
dent, then
Later in 1918, at Toppenish,Wash., at an official State Tractor
next thing on the program wo- to rise and fall on the midnight
Demonstration, an OilPull was the winner, plowing an acre for '
admission
sought
the
air as every one else
uld be a vote on
but 40c.
In 1920, at the iCotumbus, Ohio, tests, an OilPull broke all
of Attorney Durrin as a member their homes and the meeting
former world's records, including its own, with a remarkable
of the Club. A Mora County had broken up with out the priperformance of .606 pounds of fuel per horse power hour.
Member objected to Duma's ze having been awarded and a
And on the farms of OilPull owners everywhere the same
admission and in support of his motion of adjournment adopted.
economy maintains. This is due not only to the
,
"Mr. President Ogden had broken up the
objection said.
carburetor, an exclusive OilPull feature, but more to the fact that
Mentiras
of
the
and Gentlemen
the OilPull is designed throughout to use the cheaper fuels.
The Mills correspondent trea
Give us a few minutes to teU you more about the OilPull fuel
Club, my objection w this, A
system the next time you c ome to tows.
ts us unfairly. But this has
member should above all things
be absolutely truthful to be ele- been our experience in life. We
gible for membership m this throw a bouquet and receive a
brickbat in exchange. We cast
club." Mr. Durrin is
ANDERSON QARAGE& MACHINE WORKS
Draw your own conclusions. But our bread upon water and it re
worse
have
turns moulded and unfit for use.
this is not all. I
ROY, NEW MEXICO
charges to prefer. I have heard We have about decided that we
beto
are not appreciated at Cur true
it rumored, I have reason
lieve and I do believe, that it worth. We know that our mind
was Durrin that engineered the is great, that our gift for wrj
vile plot against the Old County ting second to none and that in
of Mora. I believe that it was offering the gems and jewels
mmmm
1
I
due to his vile machinations from our six cylinder brain to
R
were
an unappreciative public that we
that Ogden and McGrath
dumped into that poor
are casting jewels before swine,
community. Now I sub- but darn it. we've got to, write
mit, Mr. President, that when or bust and blame if it dont
a community desires to rid it seem that we are liable to do
But
self of members that it should both some of the times.
v.'lrvT C:
either elect them to the legis- that's all right, Mills, you'll be
pen
to
the
and
if
dead
are
them
send
we
sorry
when
lature,
1
or have them shut up in an in- you come to our funeral we'll
-- MM
stitution for the feeble minded. rise up arid stick out our ton
But Durrin did none of tkrsé gue at you.
llilííiííli!
. ,:
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Boxing Match

Saturday evening April 30th

Big Boy, Gene Porter
Battling Billy Burns
.

w

.

Unbeaten

-

Tractor Economy Records

.

i
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oM-ptar-

Pemon-stratio-
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A POOR MARRIED MAN
Do you need a smile?

.

,

;

Secor-Higgin-

s

Then see A Poor Married Man
Is it ajaugh? Then spend two hours
with A POOR MARRIED MAN
Presented by

ROY HIGH SCHOOL

long-suf-.feri-

Friday evening May 6th

,

Admission 25 & 50 cents

-

:

Pife

w

i
I

,

7

7 v

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-
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NEWS
BRADLEY
wanting
are
some
notice
We
bids.
to know what is the matter with
umo thp P.r.nllev items : they were all
te
3
written and ready to send lost
the wind blew them
for local Inspector in erection of week-buthe Roy School Building. State
qualifications in bid and address
did
same to
Lrnest Anderson, The hard wind of last week
damage
tame
much
Clerk of the Board of Education not do
wheat.
of District No. 33
By order of the Board of Edu
Al Cloud returned from Sprin
cation of School District No. 33 ger last week after finishing a
two months job with the bpnn
German Millet Seed for sale ger ditch Company.
MOSQUERO
at $1.00 per bushel; no sacks
FORD PARTS furnished. H. W. Davis. 1 mile .Tav Bradlev and wife motored
'
FISK & GOODYEAR TIRES
North of Brand School house.
to Clayton last Friday on dusi
FREE BATTERY SERVICE
pd.
ness and returned home satur
day evening.
FOR SALE: Good German
Sunday School was well att- -'
Millet Seed; none better in the
ended
last Sunday; if the attend
state. Price at ranch 2i2c per
keeps
increasing we will
ance
lb. Bring your own sacks.
more room.
find
to
have
F. M. Woodard
Roy, New Mexico,
Route "A"
Adam Troup made a visit to
SO WHY NOT MAKE PREPARATIONS TO
Bradleys1 as usual this week.
MILLET SEED
HAVE YOUR HOUSE STUCCOED
Ralph Hazen took dinner at
German and Siberian; choice
and recleaned. price 3 cents per Mrs Don Bradley's last Sunday.
When having this kind of work done or any cement
pound. Sacks not furnished.
work, it will pay you to have it done by an expert workman.
T.A.Rice is breaking sod this
C. J. Burton
week, getting it ready for fall
Solano, N. Mex.

We endeavor to render that class of
service which the present day motorist
demands and expects. It gives us pleasure to adjust any unsatisfactory dealing
you might have with us.
PIONEER GARAGE

noticefor

'h

AMAZING

t

t.

'..

."

I

--

The ABCO MASTER BATTERY, Guaranteed for 13
Months, the price is right and most amazing is its perforplates makes
and
mance,
Non-Sulphati-

Spring Will Soon Be Here

wheat.

IT PAYS IN THE LONG RUN.
'

Let E. F.HENRY
The Contractor do it for you.
Roy,

8

Crow-Elka-

R. Copien, Vice President
9 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN

Philip X Sanchez, Secretaru
9 YtARS EXPERIENCE IN

ABSTRACT ANO COUNTY
WORK.

TAXES AND COUNTY
WORK.

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
AUCTIONEER

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

Mills, N. M.

INCORPORATED.

Complete indexes fo all lands.

Dates at this office.

A t tSTRACTS

compiled to all lands in Mora County.
tk.'.w'?
Pares living outside of state attended to.
I XFOR M ATtOX furnished of assessments, taxes, etc.
CKR ri FIKlJ
copies of any recorded instruments furnished.
KKCORDIXG
attended to, Deeds, Mortnajjcs, etc.
T)RK of all kinds executed.

Dixie
Emerson

Prices on other sizes are as good as the

v

,

All matters entrusted to us dispatched with
PROMPTNESS and ACCURACY, at
veru reasonable charges.
YOl

R

BUSINESS SOLICITED

T

A.

ANDERSON BATTERY
STATION
U. S. L. SERVICE

G.R.Randall was elected on our
schoolboard at the election of
the Bradley school district. He
made a good race as there was
little opposition.

.Batteries tested and water free.

Ralph Hazen is breaking sod
for Mrs. Don Bradley this week.

Excuse us, this time for neglecting to sending the Bradley
items for the last few weeks and
we will be more prompt

E. J. Hi Roy
Surveying
County Surveyor
and-Mappi-

'

Notice of Sale of School Bonds
of School District No. 45 of
The County of Mora,
State of New Mexico.

Metz
Oakland
Oldsmobile
Overland 4
Sa' on

rt

Dort

-

V.

g

Chevrolet 490

FOR SALE: Orange Cane Seed Judge Smith and wife, Francis
and Pearl Millet seed at $2.00 Smith and wife were visiting
per hundred while it lasts.Come at the Bradley home this week.
at once if you want the best on
the mesa; bring your own sacks. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sanger's
O. A. MURPHY Mosquero R.l little boy was very sick last
2- - 9- - 16- - 23 pd week.

New Mexico.

Non-Bucklin-

this battery a truly Master Battery.
A, sells for $28.00 F.O.B. Roy,
The ABCO type
New México. and the following are some of the cars it fits.
Buickr 1917-1Ford

ng

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.

that NOTICE is hereby given that
the undersigned Treasurer of sealed bids will be received by
the County of Mora, of the State the Secretary of the Board of
of New Mexico, will offer for Education, C. Ernest Anderson
salé and sell, at the Town of for the Roy Independent DisMora, Mora County, New Mexi- trict No. 33, Roy, New Mexico,
NOTICE is herehv

Land Mattersfcefore the Department of the

I,

Interior Contests, etc.

co, on the 27th day of May A.D. until 3 o'clock P. M. on
1921. Six (6) Negotiable Bonds day of April, 1921, for

the 25th
the furTHE MILLS SHOE REPAIR SHOP.
of the denomination of FIVE nishing of all materials, labor
HUNDRED $500.00) DOLLARS ft.r. fnr a hvir.lr. fement. tile and
All work neatly and promptly done. ,
each, of School District No. 45, frame school building, including
Located in the Old Bentley Building
of
the County of Mora, of the all olumbinsr and heating for
WE SOLICIT A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE
Said same as shown by the plans and
State of New Mexico.
Bonds to become due not less specifications made by J.C. BerWm. Schoenerstedt Prop.
than Twenty (20) nor more ry and Co. Architects, Amarillo,
Mis.
..
NewMxico.
than Thirty 30) years after Texas.
date, and redeemable at the
Each bidder is required to file
pleasure of the School Directors wij;h his proposal a certified
of School District No. 45. of the check, sriven on some Banking
Pre-WaCounty of Mora, of the State of institution in the sum of $500.00
New Mexico, at any time aiter made, payable to the resident
ten (10) years from the date of of the Board of Education Remigio Lopez, as a guarantee
said bonds.
Said Bonds shall bear interest that he will at once enter into
at the rate of. Six (6) percent a contract with the said School
per anum, interest payable semi- District and that he will also
T
at Liberty Garage
annually at the office of the furnish wthin sixteen days from
'reasurer of Mora County. Mew date of contract, a good and
Surety Bond, in the sum
J. D. Campbell and W. L. Johnson
Mexico, in the Town of Mora,
New Mexico, said bonds will be of fifty Dercentum of the con
GUARANTEES
all work on automobiles and anything in gas or electrical lines. sold to the highest bidder, there- - tract nrice. guaranteeing the
'or. for cash. . Provided how fathful Derformance of the con
ever, said Treasurer cannot ac- tract and the payment of all
We back up our work,80 cents per hour.
cent anv bid for. said bonds claims for labor, materials etc
which is less than Ninety (90) against said building. . Failure
JOHNSON AND CAMPBELL, Roy, New Mexico.
Cents on the Dollar.
to sign the contract or to maKe
Don R. Casados ,
the required bond will torteit
tVp certified check "unconditio- Treasurer of Mora
County, New Mexk-o- .
nalnal" to the School District.
Contractors wishing to bid on
t
T?
T. McGlommerv of Long said
contract can secure plans
Beach, California is- visiting and specifications by makng ap
VonHs m and near Koy tnis plication to the secretary oi tne
wpfOr.
Air. McGlommery bas Board, C.Ernest Anderson, Roy
a fine position at that place, but New Mexico or The Architect at
his ranch north of Roy brings Amarrillo, Texas, and the depo.
him back occasionly.
siting of $25.00 as a guarantee
that he will file a bonafide bid
C. E. Seybold is in Roy fol on the contract and that he will
Texas look
ia fow wppks from
also return the plana with his
interests.
ing after business
s alwavs irlad to get oacK vj bid.
President of the
R. Lopez
the Mesa.
'of
Education.
Board
WE will sell you one in the land of opportunity near
Rov Dav came in town in his School District No733, Roy, N.M,
Roy New Mexico the garden spot of the great Southwest
truck Monday evening after se Attest:
Land that will produce, wonderful clanate, good markets,
veral months trapping ana visi
Anderson,
ting near Cuba and Santa Fe. C. Ernest
fine schools, where crops pay for your land in two to three
Clerk.
uy
wayion
Roy returned home
years. Priced within reach of the small investor. Counand says the Mesa has the best
try developing very rapidly, land advancing fast, ACT
outlook for crops of any part FOR SALE: 6 head of calves
NOW before it is out of your reach.
of New Mexico that he has seen. rnminir vearliners and two year
He reports the Koy people wno old. 3 Brood Sows. Duracs ,and
hnvp homesteaded near Cuba as some nice seed potatoes at $1.50
satisfied with their new lo-- per hundred.
well
ADDRESS ALL INQUIRIES TO
caton.
...Frederick fate.
v
Mills, New Mexico.
Mosqu
Mrs.CIJ. McKinnev of
ero celebrated her 62nd birth
day April 11th last by a six
Donnie Gibbs who was run
o'clock dinner. Quite a number
ftf friends sat around the festive over by an auto several weeks
board. After dinner the balance ago on the streets of Koy, is
of the evening was pleasantly able to be up an dout again, al
ROY, NEW MEXICO
spent in various xways and all tho he still carries his arm in
vnteA lontr life and Drosperity
sling from a dislocated shoul
voted long life and prosperity a
der,
the result .of the accident.
to Mrs. Mciiinney.
i-

pHOTO GbaPhS
We do everything in the Photo Line

-.

Let us Frame your Diploma, License or
Pictures of any kind or size.

r

Prices

i

but-fieie-

nt

We have

a good selections of Mouldings.

We also

do-Ko-

t

dak

Finishing
Kodak Repairing
Farm Views

Enlarging
Copying

Framing
Cleaning old Pictures
-

j

Office Hours

9

A. M. to

4

P.

M.

L. E. DEUBLER

.

Photographer
Roy, New Mexico

-

DO YOU WANT

A HOME?

-

-

McCarger & Hpoper

,

We are now prepared to serve
ICE CREAM and all kinds
"ICED DRINKS"
We handle the famous
.

"MASONS CREAM"
THE KIND YOU ALL LIKE SO WELL

OUR Bakery Départment
always has a fine line of fresh

JSREAD and PASTRIES
Ideal Bakery & Confectionery
G.MXEWIS Prop.
'

THf

WIFE TAKES

HARDING SAYS

llUSBAtlD8ADV.CE

LEAGUE IS DEAD

VICTROLA OUTFITS
WITH

LIBRARY

And Is Made Well Again
by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound

RECORDS

OF

EASY PAYMENTS
Gnulne Vlctrolas as Low as (25.
Write Today for Free Literature.
KNIGHT-CAMPBEL-

MUSIC CO.

L

Sprinfirfield,'Mass.
"The doctor tola
mv husband that I had to have an oper
ation, otnerwise x
r '' :awc
would be a sickly
woman and could not
have any more children on account of

Denver. Colo.

AUTOMOBILE TIRES
"Erie Gords"
QUALITY ..AND

"Olympian Fabrics"

BKRVICE.

Write

BKHT A. HOSFOKD.

for

18SS

price

list

Acoma St.

AT

Information,

mil.

lay a

1225

PAINT8 AND

BROADWAY

PAPER

WALL

Bou
Faint, callos, J2.90; Black Roof Paint, tallón. 98e: Wall rapar Chañar, can, lOt; Wall raper,
Joubla roll, 30a.
SEND FOR 6AMPLKS.
Arrow Paint
Wall faimf C
14th A CalH., Oearer

t

CBÜND DRY CLEANING Garments
dyed any color.
work
given prompt attention. Twenty-thre- e
years' satisfactory service. Groad
Building, Seventeenth and Locan St.
Out-of-to-

""W""

nxx.u.a-- r

emi
Uraatlsfaetwy

it

where In U. S.
Denier prim.
returned our eipetue.
EASTERN
YELLOW
TORY,
FRONT.
1353

Í

r

VSED

Wrlu Ul (or CompltU

my weakened condition. I refused to
have the operation.
My husband asked
me to try Lydia E.
Pinkham s Vegetable Compound to sea
if it would not help
me. For the first
four months I could do but little work,
had to lie down most of the time, was
nervous and could eat hardly anything,
but my husband was always reminding
me to take the Vegetable Compound,
which I did. Of my eight children this
last one was the easiest birth of all and
I am thankful for your Vegetable Compound. I recommend It to my friends
when I hear them complaining about
their ills." Mrs. M. Natale, 72 Fremont St, Springfield, Mass.
Sickly, ailing women make unhappy
homes, and after reading Mrs. Natale's
letter one can imagine how this home
was transformed by her restoration to
health. Every woman who suffers from
's
such ailments should give Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
It is surely worth while.
v

HOME OF THE COLE
TMI IEST III
CARS.
ALWAYS

,w.
orí

REPAIR FACCHAMPA STREET.

SHOE

BUY

FINISHING.
Canaany.
Material

COFFEE

FROM

ROASTER

THE

Oat Wr.ole.ile Price. Write for Sample.
THE SPRAY COFFEE AND SPICE CO,
Tweaty-lr- it
aal Market Strttta, Oainar

SANITARY CLEANING & DYEING
Mall Orden airen Prompt

10 Ealt Callal.

Attention.

Charles will fit you
wun tne most natural Toupee. Charles
Hair & Beauty Shop, 410 16th St..Denver
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS,
Park Floral Co., 1643 Broadway.
UALDHKADS-r-Pro- f.

PARLORS. Hair Goods by
Milllcent Hart Co., 721 15th St

JRWELRY . CO. Diamonds, watches, silverware. Out town
orders careful attention Est. 187J.
HOHM-ALLR-

LESS

CATTLE,
AVERAGE NUM
BER SHEEP ON NATIONAL
FOREST RANGE.

. Denver.
Grazing applications for
national forest range are below normal for cattle and about average for
-- sheep In Colorado
and Wyoming this
yenr, according to District Forester
Allen S. Peck of the Denver office.'
Most of the applications for permits
to graze stock on the forest ranges
have been Teeelved by the supervisors
and they Indicate that the sheep range
will be utilized entirely, but that there
will be some surplus cattle range.
This condition Is the natural result
of. the market conditions last fall and
the different positions In which It
placed the cattle men and sheep owners. The market was low on all kinds
and classes of cattle and there was little preference In selling. Banks were
calling loans and pressing some stockmen1.
Others had to sell parts of their
herds to buy winter feed for the remainder.
The market on lambs was not high,
but much higher than on old sheep
and the owners could reverse their usual plan of marketing, hold over their
average number and get off with a
smaller loss. They sold ewe lambs and
kept old ewes, which should have gone
to the packer. In this way the numbers sold were little, If any, above nor-

mal.

EMER-- -

WITH-OU-

T

DELAY.

ASKS IMMEDIATE PEACE
STRICT

ECONOMY, IN GOVERN-MENTAEXPENSES
URGED.

Expensive Water Power.
"Yes," said the defendant In a crlnv
lnal case, "my lawyer certainly made
a strong plea for me. He even wept."
"What was his bill?" asked the otlv
er man.
"Well, as nearly as I can figure It
out, he charged about $100 a tear."
Boston Transcript.

A Feeling of Security

Salient tentares" of President
Hurt Ingt'a means se weret
TAXATION Repeal of excess
profits taxes aad "abolition of
and unjustifiable
Inequities
exasperntloos In the present
system," with a wiping out
rather than a shifting of burdens.
TARIFF "Instant'' emergency
tariff legislation to be followed
by a "maturer" revision of the
tariff on a protective basis
which will , protect American
wage standards, ladustry and
agriculture.
Ill l); KT Prom pt enactment
of the budget bill and Inauguration of business methods in
government.
Existing retail
PRICKS
prices of perishable foods cannot be justified In view of the
A
decline in raw foodstuffs.
congressional
Investigation is
'
suggested.
RAILROADS A congressional
Investigation la proposed. He
declared for reduction of rates
aad operating costs and for cooperation of wage earners and
the tnanugement In giving maximum service.
HIGHWAYS Federal aid must
be extended only under strict
conditions as to maintenance
and repair by states.
MERCHANT MARINE Government encouragement but not
operation of shipping, revision
of the merchant marlae law If
found Inadequate, and
of Inland and

water carriers.

UKAUTV

mail.

BILL

1

Pink-ham-

Tin
VnriATQ 0tmf K0MK
rMt
RASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
t6 Sixteenth Street, Denver, Colorado.
AND

GENCYTARIFF

'

tu

uleuun

25 p
rou art not familiar
of
A63,
prln
list.
mtlr
powriM an) Kipplin. Stetiarmn Whtletalt Sully Ci., 152J 19
r.
Ian
Buw.
t.
1442.
St.
WHOLESALE.
Anr
cent nan for bit goods whan
with prkM.
Send for our
SUY

CONGRESS URGED TO PASS

COMMUNICATION

t.

der troubles.
A sworn statement of purity is with
every bottle of Dr. Kilmer's 6wamp-ttoot.
If you need a medicine, you should
have the best. On sale at all drug stores
in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
. However, if you wish first
to try this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.

The Division.
Knlcker "Into what classes Is ths
population divided?" Bocker "Office,
holders and office scolders."

ASPJRIN
Name "Bayer" on Genuine-

-

ocean

war.

Govern-

ciaries.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
WELFARE Creation of a Department of Public Welfare to
promote social Justice and the
welfare of the cltlsenry In the
realms of Industry, child welfare, recreation and elimination
of soelal vice. The maternity
Dill is endorsed.
Legislation urged
LYNCHING
to wipe out "the stain of barlynching."
baric
NADISARMAMENT AND
TIONAL DEFENSE America I
with other
ready to
nations for approximate disarmament, but prudence forbids
that we disarm alone, and agencies for defease will not be discarded Until the need for deHeasonnble
fense Is removed.
limitation of personnel aad
are
economies
urged for the navy and for the
nrmy a further reduction of enlisted strength when compatible
with nntlonal security, to be ae- eompanled by Introduction
of

It may be regretted that we were
so Illy prepared for war's aftermath,
so little made ready to return to the
ways of peace, but we are not to be
discouraged.
Indeed, we must be the
more firmly resolved to undertake our
work with high hope, and invite every
factor in our citizenship to join In the
effort to find our normal, onward way
again.

give-and-ta-

.

.

volunteer military training to
be developed as a reserve force.

Congress
April 12.
Washington,
should adopt a resolution declaring
peace with Germany without further
delay, President Harding recommended In his first message to Congress today. Such action, he said, could In no
sense be construed as a desertion of
the allies.
He made plain his belief that the
League of Nations Is dead. Measures
to lower taxes and lower retail prices
were the outstanding features of his
recommendation for dealing with domestic problems.
The peace resolution, "Harding explained, should undertake to do no
more than declare a state of peace
and must put no difficulty fn the way
of the collection of reparations or the
Europe.
restoration of war-tor- n
Turning his back completely on the
League of Nations, the executive reaffirmed his allegiance to the ideal bf
a world association of nations.
love a
But this problem must be deliber"Oh, yes ; I went to a d
school"
ately considered, he added, and he
Cuticura Soothes Itching Scalp
promised to Invite the advice of the
On retiring gently rub spots of dan- Senate when he feels it time to act.
druff and itching with Cuticura Oin"InTeJecting the League covenant,"
tment Next morning shampoo with he said later in his address, "we make
Cuticura Soap and hot water. Make no surrender of our hope and aim for
them your everyday toilet preparations an association to promote peace In
and have a clear skin and soft white which we would most heartily join."
hands. Adv.
Turning to the question of Immediate peace, the President said thnt the
Not Easy to Get.
United States alone of the allies and
" Wife "What shall I get mother foi
assoeiated powers continues In a
her birthday?" Hub "Get her to g technical state of war.
home, If you can."'
"This anomalous condition ought not
to be permitted to continue," he said.
mere-man-

Basing Its action upon the recent re
duction In steel prices, announced by
the United States Steel Corpqration,
the International Harvester Company
has announced a straight 10 per cent
reduction, effective next year, on products in which steel Is the principal
raw material. The reduction applies
chiefly to harvesting machines and
covers, grain and rice binders, shockers, reapers and push machines, mowers, hay rakes, side delivery rakes, tedders, combination side rakes and tedders, loaders, corn binders and vplck-erhuskers and silo fillers..
s,

Hog Breaks Record.
Denver. The heaviest hog ever sold
In any open market went over the
scales at the Denver stock yards recently.
The animal weighed 1,000
O f o niln f1 ti'nl rrt
rP
nAimrla enivntticif
200 pounds. It was owned by Jake
Thompson of Wray, Colo., and was
Meat
purchased by the Keogh-DoylCompany at 5 cents a pound. The size
of the animal makes It Impossible to
handle Jt with packing house machinery, audit will be lauglitered by hand.
1,000-Poun-
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Sure

Indians Claim
Washington.
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water

Sure Relief

n
INDIGESTION

Oil Land.
Claim , to 14,000,000

acres of land In Texns and Oklahoma,
Including the cities of Tulsa and Oklahoma City, and practically the entire
oil field, hns been filed
In the Supreme Court In behalf of the
Cherokee Indian nation, supported by
a government patent Issued by President Van Curen and certified as authentic by the Interior Department.
The claim was in the form of a petition for permission to intervene in the
Red river oil lands cose, an original
suit between Texas and Oklahoma.
Burk-Burne-

tt

The President's discussion of the
peace question opened with a definite
declaration against the League of Nations.
In the existing League of Nations,
world governing with Its
this republic will have no part. There
can be no misinterpretation, and there
will be no betrayal of the deliberate
expression of the American people in
the recent election ; and, settled In our
decision for ourselves, it is only fair
to say to the world In general, and to
our associates in war in particular,
that the league covenant can have no
.
sanction by us.
,
The aim to associate nations to prevent war, preserve peace and promote
civilization, our people most cordially
applauded.
We yearned for this new
instrument of justice, but we can have
no part in a committal to any agency
of force In unknown contingencies ; we
can recognize no
Manifestly the highest purpose of
the League of Nations was defeated In
linking it with the treaty of peace and
making It the enforcing agency of the
victors of the war.
"The American aspiration, Indeed,
the world aspiration, was an association of nations, based upon the application of justice and right, binding us
in conference and
for the
prevention, of war and pointing the
way to a higher civilization and International fraternity In which all the
world might share.
super-power-

That plan of selling amounts to a
postponement of loss and will be felt
this yenr. The lamb crop Is likely to
be smaller this spring and the number of old sheep marketed this fall
will be above normal, for many of the
Beware! Unless you see the name
"
sheep cannot
older
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
be held over another season.
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
Count Minotto Becomes Citizen.
years and proved safe by millions.
Chicago Count Glaconie Mlchalle Take Aspirin only as told In the Bayer
MInotto,
of Louis F. Swift, package for Colds, Headache, Neuralmultimillionaire packer, who was In- gia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
terned as an alien enemy at Fort Ogle- Lumbago, and for Pain. Handy tin
thorpe, Georgia, during the war, has boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Asbecome an American cltizen.He re- pirin cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
nounced allegiance to Victor Emmanmark of Bayer Manufacture of
trade
uel, king of Italy. Since his release
from Fort Oglethorpe, Minnotto, and Monoacetlcacldester of Sallcyllcacid.
Adv.
his wife, who was Ida May Swift, have
been Hying Quietly at Lake Forest,
Qualified.
Illinois.
"Do you think you could learn to
son-in-la-

'

The American people have appraised
the situation nnd with that tolerance
and patience which go with understanding they will give to us the Influence of deliberate public opinion
which ultimately becomes the edict of
any popular government.
They are
measuring some of the stern necessities and will join In the
which is so essential to firm

,

"broken-mouthed-

on domestic problems.
There is no more pressing problem,
he said, than to restrict national expenses to national Income and at the
same time to lift the burdens of war
'
taxation. Economy Is to be "the outstanding and ever impelling" purpose,
lie insisted.
Creation of a Department of Public
Welfare was declared for by Harding.
He called for encouragement of the
merchant marine, upbuilding of radio
communications,
with the
state governments in the maintenance
as well as building of good roads, creation of a budget system, a protective
tariff, encouragement of commercial
and military aviation, an adequate
navy and steps to halt lynching.

ficult as our government has ever contemplated.
Under our political system the people of the United States have charged
the new Congress and the new administration with the solution the readjustment, reconstruction and restoration which must follow In the wake of

strengthen rather than weaken
the moral fibre of the benefi-

.

rights."
President Harding argued against
including in the resolution any declaration of future policy toward Europe.
Such a declaration coming from Congress would be an assumption of a
function conferred on" the executive.
President Harding laid emphasis up-

These were the principal subjects

'

teaspooflful doses.
It is not recommended for everything,
It is nature's great helper in relieving
and overcoming kidney, liver and blad-

"To establish the state of technical
peacé without further delay, I should
approve a declaratory resolution by
Congress to that effect, with the qualifications essential to protect all our,

touched on In the address, which was
about 7,500 words In length nnd a
large portion of which was devoted to
the related subjects of peace, the
League of Nations and the country's
foreign policy.
President Harding, in one of the
most Important speeches made In
years, touching upon many questions
vital to the nation, began his address
to Congress as follows:
We face our task of legislation and
administration amid conditions as dif-

ment encouragement to American-owned
and operated cable
and radio service and prohibition of private monopolies. He
also declared tor lower ratea on
press matter.
AVIATION
Federal regulation of avlaton, creation of n
bureau of aeronautics In the
Navy Department and continuation of the army air service
both to aid In developing commercial aviation nnd continuation of the air moil service are
advocated.
SOLDIER RELIEF Approval
of recommendations for combining all soldier relief agencies
under one director general.
Immediate extension nnd utilization of government hospital facilities for relief of
wounded service men. He also
declared for a policy of "generous gratitude" whleh should

Yon naturally feel secure when you
know that the medicine you are about to
take is absolutely pure and contains no
harmful or habit producing drugs.
Such a medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp.
Boot, kidney, liver and bladder remedy.
The same standard of purity, strength
and excellence is maintained in every
bottle of Swamp-RooIt is scientifically compounded from
vegetable herbs.
It is not a stimulant and is taken in

SPANISH-AMERICA-

s,

super-authorit-

In rejecting the league covenant and
uttering that rejection to our own people, and to the world, we make no surrender of our hope and aim for an association to promote peace in which
we would most heartily jola
To establish the state of technical
peace without further delay, I should
approve a declaratory resolution by
Congress to that effect, with the qualifications essential to protect nil our
rights.
To the complete
of
peace and Its contracted relationships,
to the realization of our aspirations
for nations associated for world helpfulness wlthDut world government for
world stability on which humanity's
hopes are founded, we shall addressj
ourselves, fully mindful of the high
privilege and the paramount duty of
the United States In this critical period
of the world.

Japanese Prince Cannot Visit U. 8.
Washington, D. C Emperor Yoshl-hit- o
of Japan, In a letter transmitted
to President Harding by the Japanese
embassy here, expressed keen regret
that "unavoidable circumstances closely connected with himself preclude
hlra for the present from accepting on
behalf of his son, the crown prince of
Japan, the President's invitation to
visit the United States after the completion of his mission to Europe on
which he embarked March S.

Are You Pale? Thin? Weak?
Enrich Your Blood!
. Head this carefully: If your ness, thinness or. weakness, when
blood were rich and wholesome, you thousands have remedied their conditions by taking S.S.S., the famous
would not be pale; if your blood old
blood remedy compounded of
were rich and nourishing, you
would not be thin; if your blood
were rich and vigorous, filled with
red corpuscles, you would not be
weak.
Poor, disordered blood is responsible for a host of ills and weaknesses. If you would attain ruddy
health, a robust body, and muscular
strength, you must first provide
yourself , with that which builds all
these a rich, wholesome, nourishing blood supply! Any doctor will

fresh herbs Just as the Indians
made it?
S.S.S., by driving impurities
from the blood and helping to put
red corpuscles in, lays the foundation for sturdy, vigorous health.
If you want this, dont wait longer, but get s bottle of S.S.S. from
your druggist right now while you
are thinking of it. Begin taking,
and then write in detail about your
condition to Chief Medical Advisor,
867 Swift Laboratory, Atlanta,
Georgia. He will give you individtoflyou that
Why suffer longer with sallow- - ual medical advice free. '
Swift SpseUe Ce
Dept. 8(7, Atlaata,
Plaus send no
'-
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White, but Not With Years.
Instances where some terrible exPossibly the Animals Had Their Own perience has whitened a person's hair
in an hour or two are by no means unOpinion About That Little
common, but we know of only one
"Swapping" Episode.
case of such a change hnppenlng In
the movies. It was during a
"Hello," says he.
screen comedy, too.
"Hello?' says I."
"What In the world has hnppened to
I never seed the man afore. ?
you, Jim?" asked his friend, as they
"Swap?" says he.
came down the bnlcony stnlrs. "Did
"Dunno," says I.
the picture give you u fright?"
"Mebbe, mebbe, I ain't shore."
"Fright, nothing !" was the other's rebay,"
says
"The
he.
ply. "If I'm
it's because
"The gray," says I.
"Swap?" says he, and both un- of a couple of girls who snt behind me.
They were eating nutrshmallows, artd
hitched.
every time they laughed they blew
"Fine boss," siys he.
powdered sugar over my head and
"Of course," says I.
down
the back of my neck." Boston
In
And
a moment we had switched.
Transcript.
"Glddnp," says he.
"GIdiiap," says I.
And both them horses stood stock
i
Proof of Love.
still.
"Why have you and Miss Gadthwalte
"He's balked?" says I.
broken off your engagement?"
"Gosh, yes," says he.
"Because she loves me so."
"Mine, too," says I, and laughed to
"That's a queer reason."
kill.
"Not at all. She believes In fortune
telling, and when she went to have her
"Good day," says he.
"Good day," says I.
fortune told not long ago she was in"Best Joke, b'gosh, I ever see." Ex- formed that she would be married
change.
three times. That settled my case, for
the time being, at least. She said she
was determined that I should not enLittle Mary.
Little Mary wished some cheese, counter the danger of being first on
and evidently thinking "cheese" was the list"
the plural form, asked : "May I have

WHEN THE HORSES LAUGHED

white-heade-

a chee?"
One day she was told "to behave,"
to which she replied:
"I am being
have."
When Aunt Nell was sick she was
Interested In her various medicines
and the difference between pills and
tablets was explained to her. That
evening she said to her father: "I
wish you would buy me a writing
pill."
--

d

Vertical Work Only.
English charwomen demand twice
the money and double the food of prewar days. One of them is reported

as saying to her employer: "Your
feeding, mn'am, Is satisfactory, but
owing to our havln' to eat more to
keep goln' In these anxious times, us
charladies have decided to take n
stoopin' jobs : after dinner." Boston
Transcript.

e lumea tne ri
Lorner- rrl

.
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Jhe man in the tog thought
he was lost, but he turned
there was
the comer
his own home!
Ho many, troubled with disturbed nerves and digestion

.

due to coffee drinking, help

has seemed along way off,
but they found in '

POSTUM CE
at thé corner grocery
a delicious, satisfying table
ir
(

drink that makes for

health and comfort.

"Sheres a Reason
;

Made

3Í

y

Pos mm Cereal Company, lac.
Battle Greeks Mich.

A
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MILLS AND VICIN ITY..

A Home Bank For Home People

people have had liitle time for
anything else.
and brings

. The Chautauqua Company.,
played to a large audience lue.-da- v

pointing out the

was fme but' Mr. Hiibuni. the.
impersonator. deserves special
mention. With a little paint
and a few strokes of his fingers
he changed his face from a very
white, to a sunburned "cowboy,
pale old man. Bill. Nye, and one
of the blackest negroes you ever
saw, while the audience looked
onill the time. The last person
he imitated was "Tobe firm
Ark" delivering his stump spea-cHe was a staunch Democrat
and had run for office so often
that he forgot whether he was
running for reprcsintaiivc or
justice of the peace. The whole
tent roared with laughter and
we got so interested we came
very near going home with out
some of the children. '

worry

A bank account drives away

night.
comfort.

It

is the b?acon light
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Lumber has readied a price level where its

'4cr

News is scarce this time, as
you will soon see.
With the
mint tor me lost Daua last weed's;

pathway to peaceful old ago. One dollar will

All

;
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start an account at our bank.
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Capital and
Surplus

$36,000.00
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to ' a point where
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Ernest Parks has rented
his place again we failed to learn
the renters name.
Wheat certainly looks nice.
We are álíííost a fraid to

belie-

ve what we near about the oil
over north west but we hope
it is true just the same.

Avell

Every one is rejoicing over the
finding of the lost child
It seems like we are getting
our share of the wind O.K.Mr. Martin White and family
Mr.Guy Edwards and family and
T.J.Price and family spent Sunday in the canyons.

had the corn

has him

,

has-bee-

letter,
a

mean

fccw

Lets all say it,
dance May 7th.
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$1

the' "ELKS"

per 15: $6 per 100.
A. N. Brooks

the .latest Magazines and daily paper?.
"

ESTABLISHED 1908

Dr.M.D.Gibbs
(Proprietor.)

Íi
I"

probably

can

you

use,

and---

cur .friendly; ceansel

and

assistanco

you ip any .way. ''

won't obligate

Come in

the first convenient day and Ijjt's talk it over. 1

Lumber .and Hardware
.

' Quality" Building Material.

u

'

-
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-

-

.
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"

F. S. Strickland, Manager.'
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One Registered.
Frank- Gonzales was in Roy
from Albert Friday and tells us Short horn bull, one full blood
spotted Poland China Boar.
that he has purchased the
store at that place and will See G.B.Hall 6 miles N.E. Roy
open up a first class store ther
W. II. Willcox and wife who
in the immediate future. Here's
have
been spnding several days
success to you Frank.
-

.

Le-do-

ux

A Hawaiian Troup is booked
for a show at the Roy Theatre
Monday night: The Troup comes
well recommended and as they
are native Hawaiians, they no
doubt will give a good show and
musical. ' The price.

m Koy. returned to their ranch
near Wagon Mound the first
part of the week.

B.H.Smith of near Dehaven
was int own on business Friday
and trading with our hustling
merchants. "
3t

Mo3qaero N. M

üverybody
Water glass
Preserve your eggs, while eggs are
cheap, an 80c quart wvvill preserve
12 dozen eggs for ten months.
No specials on canned fruit, but our
prices are just inline with the market

E

-

which

of.

FOR SALE
Hatching eggs. English Barren
S.C.W. Legorns. Heavy laying

All the Popular Drinks and Ices.( Hot Drinks in season.
'

We

;

Clayton News

SODA FOUNTAIN

News' stand,

facts.

Turner of Mills, was
in Roy the later part of this
week transacting business.

Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicene3, Perfumes, Toilet Article3
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batterie?, Candies, Cigars and Tobaoco3
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies..

'

i

' Mr. T. A.

A complete line of;

-

old one.

g your problem to ds. Let us show; you-

trical equipment in good running-orderBatteries given .individual
makes them last longer
charges
II. O. DueiT, engineer for the
have those weak mag
not
why
so
City Water Works, was. in Roy
the first of the week on matters nets made good as new by. an ex
perienced electrician. Prices are
connected with the city well.
ight. C.K.Bagwell Koy in.im.
Be sure and see
"BLIND
HUSBANDS" at the Roy TheaJohn Gallagher a prominent
tre tonight. It sure is great.
ranchman of the Bueyeros com
L.G.Dick of Kepha'rt was in munity which is now a part of
Roy on business the latter part the New Harding County was in
Clayton on business last week.
of the week. -

The Roy Drug Store

?

X'i

Sunday, owing to a severe cold.

Fairview Pharmacy

'

repairing ar.d, remodeling

or

Rev. Gardner failed to fill his
regular appointment in Mills

BRAND.

two-nic-

.

home,

-

S. F. Davis and wife, John Davis
and children, J. M. Johnson
Mr.J.E.Porter spent Sunday
and
family were the Sunday
w ifli his nephew 'Chester Proctor
guests at the . M. Beard home.
A number of Brand people at
FOR SALE: 80 acres land 1 ft
tended
the minstrel show in Roy
miles North of Solano.
Monday
evening.
'
Mrs. Martha Frank
Mrs. E. S. Cameron was able
119 Emerick St. San Angeló, Tex
to return to her home Saturday
FOUND; A gold watch, 'ow- from the Plumlee Hospital whener can have same by calling at re she had been for the past
the Spanish American Office week.
J; M. Beard was ' a business
and paying for this ad.
visitor in Roy Monday.
'
The Pie supper at the Brand
n
For sale: Hens with chickens; School House
postpoHens r0c and the chicks 10c ned from April 23rd until April
each. Strong, healthy Rhode 30th, on account of so many atIsland Reds, just the kind you tending the Mills Chautauqua.
want; Also a number of Rhode
Walter Burton arrived for an
Island Red Hens at 50c each. extended visit at the parental
;
See Mrs. W. S. Dunn, one mile Burton home.
west of town.
J. M. Johnson, H. W. Davis
and Joe Wright put the pump in
Help make the "ELKS" dance at the Brand School house well
'
Wednesday.
a success on the 7th of May.
Leland King and John Beard,
Win. Schoenerstedt of Mills the two eight grade boys have
was. in Roy on business the later received their grades and both
passed by a nice average.
part of the week.

J
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it may

Or

economically.-

your ' work
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Mr. Kohlc-cows now.

or .more

quickly

more

Keal-Estat- e

long-tim-

Laura and Lela Brown were
Sunday visitors at the Kohler

Mrs.Ida Brown
sheller Monday.

f

yea can afford ' ,to bay.

you-want-

Just three more weeks of school.
Mr.A.C.Proc'tor and wife spent
Sunday at Alfred Browns.

Í

frbsdV- by .rafodng car - prices

'

home.

enr ..part

on

Right noAvyóür .problem may: be a barn, .a, shed,

MONEY ; MON E Y. w Ho? ; .'Theost boy is getting along
much do
We have "nicely, although- - he is not yet
allowed much, solid tood nor all
$100,000 to loan on
to drink.
at 10 percent?;
and the water he wants
quick payments.
Tell us your
Mrs. E. C. Smith moved to
finance troubles, we can help Grenvillo. one day last week
you.
where Mr. Smith hás been for
Scbulif and ohnson, ,
sometime in charge of a bank.
Roy,' New Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs.. Howard Dyke-man
moved Jast week into the
The bids for the new school
building will be opened at the house recently vacated by the
Spanish American Office next Smith's' in the Wilson Addition.
Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Lusk of
spent Sunday with their
Roy,
Shirely Nutter ;s home from
Raton where she has been on bu- son Alvin and family.
siness the past few weeks.
E. D. Bartmess has purchased
Eddy. We have
of
a
car
Grant Kitcheil ft in Springer not asked John
him what he intends
this, week assisting Elmer Neil
to do with his little horse which
with some carpenter work.
he has drove to and from work
Did you say where? Why to for the last four ' years, as he
the "ELKS" dance and banquet will have no use for her now,
but we presume he will give her
May 7th, at the R6y Theatre.
to his Inend wile.
What about the Roy Chamber
II. E. Albertson was working-ou- t
of Commerce,
.We hope that
at he South View Ranch
the strong winds did not effect Monday, setting out some grape
it. .Why not get together and vines and other, shrubbry for
do something.
E. D. Bartmess,'

PALOÜSE VALLEY

just the;

There's' nothing mysterious about it

S.E.PÁXTON
Grocery Company
"Á Square Deal Every Day"

V

